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.~A year after

"This is the first time a Fortune 500 company·has built theirheadquart.ers
on a university, and it's on our university and that is a tremendous asset. "
• Charlie Dooley, St. Louis County Executive

tsunami, Sri
Lanka is- still
-.
hurting, says
ambassador

Photo courtesy Express Scripts

BY PAUL HACKBARTH
'

.._.-

,

- .- News Editor
.. ..

An artist rendering depicts what the Express Scripts headquarters
in the North Park community on Geiger Road will look like.

Express Scripts
breaks ground

Almost a year after December

26, 2004 when tsunami waves
~ struck the shores of Sri Lanka, the
nation is making progress in certain
sectors while dealing with setbacks
in other arenas.
Bernard Goonetilleke, Sri
Lanka's ambassador to the United
States, visited the University on
~ Tuesday to share an update of
. progress made in his country's
reconstruction efforts and show
how the University's contributions
were received. The Center for
International Studies and UM-St
Louis sponsored his visit.
The reconstruction plan is
;. scheduled to take three to five years
because rebuilding is not limited to
the reach of the tsunami, he said
"Ten months after the event,
people still live in makeshift shelters," he said. ''Consequently, there
is criticism for
.• the delays by
the population
against
the
authorities. "
One
such
criticism concerned housing
after the Sri
ltLankan government issued that
all houses within 100 to 200
5riLankan
meters of the
shoreline would Ambassador to the
not be rebuilt
United States
~After residents
complained about the order, the
government decided the people
should be given the final choice
whether they would rebuild in the
buffer wne. Those who chose not
to rebuild were given alternate
rlands to build homes.
By looking from within the system, people can see why things are
not happening the way they want
them to happen, Goonetilleke said
While donations to devastated
countries have totaled $3 billion in
"excess, money is still a factor but
not the only· one. A shortage of
skilled laborers, availability ofland,
cost escalations and in certain
cases, politics, are holding reconstruction back
With 800,000 people displaced
It and 40,000 families living in relief
camps, Goonetilleke called the
aftermath a "double tragedy."
Poverty is a widespread problem,
especially in the southern province
with one-fourth to one-third of the
population living in poverty, he
, said.
Not all news from the recon"
struction is bad, however. Eighty
percent of homes have been reconstructed, but Goonetilleke noted
that construction does not necessarily equal completion. In fact,
owner-built houses are being built
" quicker than houses from donation
agencies.
In the education sector, about
92,000 students lost their schools,
and the nation expects costs to
rebuild will total $169 million.
UM-St Louis helped rebuild
~two schools, and Gooneti1leke
thanked the University for its contribution.

see SRI LANKA, page 14
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Ceremony marks beginning of new
business park coming to camp~s
BY BEN SWOFFORD

Associate News Edit~-;:
On Wednesday, Oct. 2 over 70
people gathered for the groundbreaking of the Express Scripts
headquarters marking the physical
beginning of collaboration with
UM-St. Louis unprecedented in the
nation.
Twelve representatives from
UM-St. Louis, Express Scripts and
NorthPark Partners simultaneously
turned over shovelfuls of dirt with
shiny silver spades officially beginning the construction scheduled for
completion spring 2007.
''This is the first time a Fortune
500 company has built their headquarters on a university and it's on
our university and that is a tremendous asset," County Executive Tom
Dooley said. "This team could have
been anywhere in the world and
they chose us."
With the building of the business
park on the campus, UM-St. Louis
will be able to partner with Express
Scripts in a multitude of ways
including internships and Internet
Technology collaboration.
"This really is a pilot for the rest
of the country," Tom George, UMSt. Louis chancellor, said, "We
must start partnering in ways that
think outside the box."

Adam D. Wisemanl 'flJe Curren!

On Wednesday morning, the ceremonial groundbreaking for Express Scripts began when several
administrators and distinguished guests simultaneously dug Into the construction site.

George said he had already
begun to hear from other universities that were following the UM-St.
Louis and Express Scripts collaboration.
"We are setting the trend not just
for things locally in North County
or Missouri but nationally," George
said. "It is a catalyst for all sorts of
reviving and economic development in this part of the state."
Express Scripts is the second
largest business in the state and
earned $7 billion last year. Express
Scripts began looking for new
headquarters last year because its
current headquarters in Maryland
Heights is spread over seven buildings.
"I think: we lose a certain amount
of synergy when you are spread.out
that way," George Paz, president
and CEO of Express Scripts, said.
The state of Missouri and St.
Louis County spent a great effort to
keep the company in the region.
Express Scripts was held as the
poster child for the Quality Jobs Act
legislation, passed this summer.
The Act provided tax incentives for
companies that create or keep jobs
in Missouri. The business park will
provide jobs to 1,100 employees
and provide 320,000 feet of space.

see QROUNDBRE-4KING, page 14

Residents say goodbye to neighborhood as business park looms
Two Geiger Road homeowners in path of development face forced buyouts
BY BEN SWOFFORD

chasing of properties along the street

- - Associate News Eciiior---- and started condeinnation hearings
There has been a quiet exodus on
the doorstep of UM-St Louis. Over
the last 15 years, the University has
bought out 19 properties along Geiger
Rd., five within the last year. As the
Univernty has moved in, the families
have moved out, decimating a once
lively street and leaving a strip of
dusty .asphalt and vacant and boarded
up lots in their wake.
Recently, a walk down Geiger, a
short road already cut in half by
MetroIink and stuck between the
University and I-70, would have
shown the remnants of the once-lively street packing up and moving out
Since the signing of the Express
Scripts Headquarters relocation deal,
the University has stepped up its pur-

over the houses of the last two families holding out
A ~ictim of location, Geiger has
been slowly dying for 15 years.
First, the MetroLink cut Geiger in
half, separating the west end from the
east end as the rail lines curve north
between the North Hanley stop and
UM-St Louis North stop. Then with
the redesigning of the I-70 Florissant
on off ramps, the street was tlocx:led
with dust and construction vehicles
for years as Florissant Road was
rerouted away from Geiger. Finally,
the University, with a policy of buying
all properties congruous with the campus, has been buying out every property as residents move or pass away.
Now .all that is left are two families, holdouts until the last who await

the findings of a panel of comrnissionars appointed by the St. Louis
County Courts at a hearing Thursday,
Oct 13 to find a fair value for the
houses.

The Families
Joe Orlando moved to Geiger
when he was five years old The year
was 1955 and UM-St Louis was a
country club. He tells stories of playing with the neighborhocx:l kids in the
creek behind his house and of sledding on the sloping hills of the country club during the winter. The only
one of his family to finish college, he
now lives with his own family in
southern California but he always
called the house on Geiger home.
see BUYOUTS, page 3

Mike Sherwinl

TiJe

Current

Bernard Rendon, 62, has been living in her home on Geiger Road
since 1983. She is one of two homeowners who are being forced
to sell their property in order to make way for the new UM-St.
Louis business park being constructed.
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Monday
Shakespeare in the Edwardian
Empire
Barbara A. Kachur, professor and
chair of the UM-St. Louis English
Department discusses select
Shakespearean revivals during
the Edwardian period from
12:15-1:15 p.m. in the J.e.
Penney Conference Center Room
229. For more info contact Karen
Lucas at 5699.
Mack Duo
Acclaimed sisters, pianists Yuki
and Tomoko Mack, will be making
their St. Louis-area debut at 7:30
p.m. in the Lee Theatre at the
Touhill. Tickets are $23 for adults
and $18 for students and seniors.
Call 5818 for tickets or for more
info.

Tuesday
Jackie Joyner-Kersee t o Discuss
her Career
East St. Louis native and fivetime Olympic medalist Jackie
Joyner-Kersee will discuss "A
Kind of Grace" at 7:30 p.m. at
the TouhilL Her presentation, in
which she provides insight into
her ability to achieve recordbreaking success, is part of the
. Anheuser-Busch Vision Speakers
Series. Tickets are $30, $25 or

for more information.
200S Whitney & Anna Harris
Conservation Forum
The 2005 Whitney and Anna
Harris Conservation Forum will be
held from 6-9 p.m. at the Living
Wand, St. Louis Zoo. The forum's
theme is "Floodplains:
Conservation and Development?"
Call 5219 or email icte@umsl.edu
for more information.

Intramural basketball contests
Campus Recreation will hold its
Basketball Free Throw Contest
and Hot Shot Tourney from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. today through
N.ov. 11 at the Mark Twain Fitness
Center. These competitions are
free and open to students, faculty and staff. T-shirts will be
awarded to winners. No advance
registration is necessary. Call
5326 for more information.

UMSL basketball scrimrriage
UMSL vs. SLU basketball scrimmage at Savvis Center. Women
play at 5:30 p.m. and men at
7:30 p.m. The pregame party
being hosted by UM-St. Louis
Alumni Association at 14th &
Clark bar inside Savvis. Tickets
available for $10 each through
the Alumni Assoc. by calling 6460
or emailing alumni@utnsl.edu.
Must order tickets by Nov 7.

Thursday

Wednesday
UMSL Student Film Festival
The mission of UMSL SFVf is to
promote the art of filmmaking on
all levels by encouraging student
filmmakers to showcase their
work. Held from 6:30-9:30 p.m.
in Gallery 210. If you have questions email Farzad Wafapoor at
farzad@umsl.edu or call m·n90

Women in the Arts to hold
three-day conference
Women in the Arts 2005, will culminate with a three-day confer·
ence starting today at several
campus locations. fW::Jre that 40
presenters will deliver lectures,
recitals and panal disussions. The
registration fee for the conference is $25 per day for the gen-

iog to the classroom, she found her purse

The following incidents were reported to
the UM-St Louis Police Department
between Oct. 23, 2005 and Nov. 6. 2005.

was gone .

Oct. 2S, 200S-Assault Third Degree-312
Clark Hall
At 12:30 p.m. one student assaulted another student. The suspect punched the victim
in the face two times. The suspect was
taken into custody. and warranl(s) for
assau lt will be sought through the St. Louis
County Prosecuting Attorney's Office.
Oc t. 25, 200S-Stolen Aut(}-ParJdng Lot
K
1lle victim reported that his ve hicie was
stolen sometime between 6:30 p.m. and
'1 :30 p.m. Glass was on the lot where the
vehicle hod been parked. ormandy Police
latcr recovered the vehicle in the Mansion
Hills Condominium complex on Flomsant
Road.
Oct. 26, 200S-Property Damage by
Intentional Burning-U. Meadows
The UM-Sl. Louis police department and

Oct. 23, ZOOS-Property Damage 2nd
Degrel~2901 University Meadows
Sometime overnight, damage wns done to
th e door leading to the boiler room at the

University Meadows clubhouse. The door
was kicked on, however it appear.; tbat
entry was not gained.
Oct. 25, 200S-Property Damage 2nd
Degree-Parking Lot LL
Between 10:30 a.m. and II a m. l\N constntction workers vehicl . were booted for
parking violations. The workc~ apparently
removed th e boots by force. causing damage to the bone
Oct. 25, 200S-Stealing Under SSOO-Finc
Arts Building
Between 9:30 a.m. and II am. the victim
left her purse in a classroom. Upon return-

Diwali Night
Indian Students Association presents Diwali Night, "The
Festival of Lights" at 6 p.m. in
' the Pilot House in the MSC.
Poetry reading
Tickets are $7 and include delidous Indian food by India
Poet Ann Fisher-Wirth will give a
reading of her poetry at 7p.m. in Palace. Tickets are available at
Gallery 210. The reading is spon· l ISS, 261 MSC. Visit
sared by the Center for the
www.umsl.edu/-isa/diwali05.
Humanities, t he N.aster of Fine
for more information.
Arts writing program and the
Department of English. It is free
and open to the public. Call 6845.
for more information.
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Friday.
Gallery 210 to feature
"Unorganized Territory
"Unorganized Territory," an
exhibit featuring artwork by
Garry Noland, of Independence,
/W:J. opens today and runs
through Jan. 21 in Room A at
Gallery 210. The exhibit will
include paintings of rivers and
geographic features, arrangements of modified National
Geographic magazines and drawings on operational television
sets. The event is free and open
to the public. Call 5976 for more
information.

Saturday

A Night of Comedy
The UM-St. Louis University
Players present Cirque Du 50
Lame (sketch comedy) and a
Production of Christopher
Durang's Titanic which will follow Cirque Du So Lame. The
shows will be held at the
Touhill Performing Arts Center
inside the Lee Theatre on Nov.
14·15 at 8 p.m. Admission to
both shows is free. However,
both shows do contain adult
language and situations and are
not suitable for young children.

Oct 30. 200S-Property Damage 2nd

tims venicle and stole the car SIL'I1'
Oct 31, 20OS-Property
•
DnmageJStealing

•

n der $500-P arking
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A boyfriend/girlfriend dispute led to a
minor altercation where the male suspect
(\ ho is nor a snldent) assaulted the female
victim in her dorm room. The UlvJ-St.
Louis police department was able to track
down the suspec t and ba e him come to
the station, where he was arrested on the
domeStic violence assault charge. The suspect was released pending the application
for wamutt(s) at the St. Louis County
Prosecuting Attorney's Office.
ov. 5, 200S-Stealing Over $500Millennium Student Center

Between Friday and Sunday computer
equipment wns stolen from the Century
Rooms.
Nov. 50 200S-Stealing ()yer $500Benton/StIldJetlResem-.:h Buildings I
BetWeen Friday and Sunday. various
pieces of cumputer equipment were stolen
lfum three-separate roontS In th~ build·
ings.

I-e Current is plblished weekly on Io'oodays.
Advertising rates are available upon
request; terms. CQI1Cfitions and restrictions
apply. The Currmt. financed in part by student
activities fees, is not an offlda! ptDIication of lIMSt Louis. The Univermy is not responsi>le fa" tile
content of The Current and/or its policies.
Commentary and coIUfTY'IS reflect the q>inion of
tile individual author. U~ editx:riaIs n!IIect
the opinion of tile majority eX tile EdItorial Board.
TI-e Current reqJE!5t3 the CDlrtesy of at least 24hour advance notice fa" all """"Is to be ClM!red.
M-!ertisements do not necessarily reflect tile 0pinion of TI-e Current, its staff rnerrber.; or the
Univernty. All matE<iaIs contained i1 E'ad1 prinMd
and online issue ...., property of The Clnmt and
may not be reprinted, reused or reprod.x:ed wlthout tile price. e~ and v.mten arosent of
The CaTent. First copy is free; ali Slbsequent
c0pie5 ...., 25 cents and are available at tile offices
of The Current.
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BlANCHE M. TOUHILL
ARTS CENTER

u.s. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BtOE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 17
10 AM. - College of Nursing

. UMSL/WU Joint Undergraduate
Engineering Program
- College of Fine Arts & Communication
- School of Social Work
- UM-Rolla Engineering Education Center
- Master's in Gerontology
- Master's in Public Policy Administration
More

men

and

women

on

the

front

lines

are

surviving

life-threatening

injuries

tha n ever before for one reason : We ha ve the most elite nurses in the wo r ld. As a

2 PM.

- College of Arts and Sciences

U.s. Air Force nurse. you receive the most advanced training and have access io the
best medical lechnology on the planet. And whether you're trealing Airtnen on foreign

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 18

sa ilor thei r familie s on ba ses here in the U.S .. you can put' all of that training to use.
If you're interested in learning more abou t a better place to practice meaicine. call or
visit us online.

1-800- 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEAlTHCARE
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Degree-Parking Loi M
Between 9 p.lII. and 10;25 p.m. person(s)
unknown broke out the window of the vic-

Page Designer

Cody Mcirick • Page Designer

Mon. Nov 14

Oct 27, 2ooS-Property Damalle 2nd
LotK
. Two vchi les were damaged sometime
Degree-8230 S. Florissant Road
belWl'en 5:15 p.m. and 7 p.m. Both cars
Between 8:30 a.m and 12:15 p.m. person(s) unknown punched a small hole
bad windows busted out and one had the
under the door lock of the victim's vehicle
ignitio~ tampered with. A small Dell MP3
wbile the car was parked. The victim indiplayer was stolen from inside.
ov. 1, 200S-Property D!lmagelStetlUng
cated that we vehicle was still locked \ hen
the victim went out to get in.
n der $50O-P!lrking Lot K
Oct 28, 2ooS-Property Damage 2nd
Five "chicles were damaged sometime
Degree-Lucas HalIILot I/L.Qt CCB
between ' :30 p.m. and :20 p.m. All oFthe
Between 10: 15 p.ill.
U p..l1l. lhree
" bust\lQ It. TIll.: Ultcrivehicles were damaged. All 1hrce vehicl
I.JtS'Wti~<llSltl:R·ed, howeY'e< nOlbing
had a window smashed out. nov.
r IlQth.iog was taken from any onc of the bi'lIult-
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. eral public, free for UM-St. Louis
I students, faculty and staff. Visit
I www.umsl. edu/-wia for more
info or call 5981 to register.

the -onnandy fue department responded
to two dumpster fires in the complex in
less than a few hours between midnight
and 3 a.m. The fues v.-ere determined to
have been intentionally set Damage was
contained to the dumpsters. and the investigation is ongoing.

cIes.

Business Manag(ff
Advmising Director

Paul Hackbarth· News Editor

Call 516-5174 for details or email current@jinx.umsl.edu

$20. Call 4949 for more informa·
tion or to reserve your tickets.
Korean Dance Company to
Perform
The Seoul Performing Arts
Company will perform "Korean
Dance: Tradition and Creation"at
7:30 p.m. in the Lee Theatre at
the Touhill. Tickets are $25. Call
4949 for tickets or 6495 for more
info.
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Now he has returned home to help
his mother, Betty Orlando, who lived
in the house for 55 years, move out.
'We moved in 1955. I was five
years old. We had our neighborhood
· friends. We knew everybody, most the
people up and down the street," Joe
" said one afternoon in the driveway of
his house. He was drinking a soda and
with a friend loading the last pieces of
furniture from the filJllily home.
"Oh, yeah, it's taken away the
neighborhood. Flooded the place with
dust and mud. I just walked in there
and I just started crying," Joe said.
• !
His mother is moving to a place in
St. Ann and the filJllily has come
together to paint and make her feel at
·homein the new place, Joe said. But
the new house is not as nice, Joe
explained. With the hoUsing market
being what it is, his mother had not
.t . been abJe to purchase ahousenearly as
nice as the one on Geiger that had been
slowly expanded over 55 years.
"A few people moved away, but
when the University started buying
people out, that's when the rest of them
moved away," Joe said. ''UM-St. Louis
~, just started real calmly, then they
closed the street off there at the top.
We kinda knew eventually they would
get here. But we were hoping."
Joe said the worst part was how the
University treated his mother. Shehas
been suffering from nerves and had
lti two of her vertebrae fused together.
The University sent her letters indicating they would not be to sad if she
passed away and they low balled her
on selling price, Joe said.
"It's heartbreaking. I've moved
several times, I thought I could deal
With it," Joe said 'They put a lot of
aggression on her, they sent her letters,
she didn't want to leave. She was one
of those little old ladies who would of
stayed until she got bulldozed. It's a
shame. It's really sad."
.
The University initially offered the
Orlandos $60,000 but with a lawyer
.. Mrs. Orlando received $143,500 when
the house was sold this summer.
Betty Orlando said in a phone interview that she didn't want to leave her
home, but she was afraid that she
would end upgettiug less money if she
resisted the sate. She said a negotiator
~ from the University told her she could
end up with the original offer of
$60,000 if she didn't agree to sell.
''I'm 73, and I was just getting worried th they would take my house
' wil:ti millent domain ."
.Orlando said she was glad that she
~ had her children helping her to move.
"I went back to there one time and
I couldn' t go back any more. It was
devastating. Without my sons helping
me, I don't know what I would have
done."
Neighbor Carolyn Mills worked for
RIGHT:
UM-St Louis for four years. She was
jI a secretary for THE STUDENT GOVPlayground equipERNMENT ASSOCIATION and has
ment and toys sit
plaques to prove it. She is also raising
in the backyard of
a daughter and a son with asthma. Her
the former home
house is the nearest to Florissant Road
of Carolyn Mills
on the north side of the street.
and her family.
"All the neighbors got along. We
Mills sold her
fI are still gonna stay in touch," Mills
home to the
said 'We had us a good thing down
University for
here in the valley."
$120,000 and
Mills stood outside her home,
moved out in
which is dominated by the hill of the
October.
baseball field. Her uncle sat in a
pleather chair next to her, wearing big
• aviator glasses, chain smoking while
mumbling his "story comes with a
price."
His house once stood next to Mills
house but is now a grassy vacant lot.
He sold out years ago.
'Tm tired right now. I'm trying to
~ get over the hump," Mills saieL "It's . of Bernard, was arrested, accused of
never enough. They did not give me a being a guerilla and sent to prison for
fair price. You can only hold out for so two and a half years. In 1983, with the
long, It depends on how much you help of Amnesty International, he was
released and given the opportunity to
want to deal with."
Mills fmally decided living on travel with his family to the United
Geiger was not worth the strain on her States as political refugees.
Memorial Boulevard Christian
.. family. Her son has asthma, she said,
and for years construction companies Church in North St. Louis sponsored
have kicked up dust right in front of the filJllily and the Rendons lived in the
her house. She had to keep him in the church for six months. Bernard still
house and not allow him to go out and attends the church, though she also
play, she said. Instead she took the worships at Our Lady of Guadalupe in
money and bought a new car and Cool Valley.
The Rendons raised four daughters
~ house where there is no dust.
'They didn't give a fuck about us. and a son in the home on Geiger Street.
They were having monthly meetings Today, Bernard is grandmother to
about this stuff. They didn't call us," seven grandchildren. Daysi and Sandra
Mills saieL "But I'm satisfied now, I Rendon, the two eldest daughters, both
bought a new house, bought a new car. graduated from UM-St. Louis with
This ain't no new news, this is old Sandra getting her master's from the
news."
.
University. Orlando Rendon died three
...
UM-St. Louis bought her property years ago after being ill for a long time.
"There are lots of memories of my
for $120,000 this summer.
Two families have yet to sell. father here. He was sick for many
Situated at the top of a hill right next to years and this is where he spent that
the rail line, the two neighbors hold out time," Daysi Rendon, eldest daughter,
for a better price. On the east side is said translating for her mother. "Plus,
the house of the Rendons, a family of the memories of us kids growing up in
"fi first generation Americans of El the house."
"She was saying she has always
Salvadoran descent. The mother,
Bernard Rendon, still only speaks loved this house because it reminds her
of her home back in El Salvador. In her
Spanish.
In El Salvador, the Rendons had mind, this was the home in which she
· bee n very active in the Catholic would stay forever. At no point did it
Church. The church, which spoke out cross her mind to sell the house,"
for minority rights and helped the Daysi said, translating for her mother,
native population, was seen as a sub- "You think you buy a house it is your
versive force in 1980s El Salvador, house. And then someone comes and
where 14 families owned the entire says you have to leave and not only do
~ country. Orlando'Rendon, the husband ' you have to leave but we are going to

of Express
Scripts
Business park's first
tenant is $9 billion PBM
BY BRIAN SALMO

Staff Writer

ABOVE:
Bernard Rendon sits
in her home on
Geiger Rd. with her
grandson, Marcos
Rendon,g,on
Thursday afternoon.
Rendon came to
America from EI
Salvador in the
1980s with her late
husband, Orlando.
She is one of two
homeowners wh o
are still living on
Geiger Road.

LEFT:
Joe Orlando,55,
looks out at the
backyard of his
childhood home on
Geiger Road earlier
this month.
Orlando's mother,
Betty Orlando sold
her home to the
University earlier
this summer.
Photos by Mike Sherwin! Tbe Cum!III

tell you how much we are going to pay
for your bouse. It's almost as if it never
really was her house if anyone can
come and just take it.
"The University is a place where
mostly young people come to leam
and be educated and she finds it very
sad that the University, that is a place to
be trusted, can come to her and say you
have to leave," Daysi Rendon, said
translating for her mother.
"I think it is very ridiculous to
spend thousands and millions of dollars to build this building for business
but then they refuse to give the people
a few dollars more," Daysi Rendon
said.
On the west side of the Rendons
lives Gerald Breite, the driving force of
the hold out.
'This thing has come to a bead and
been going on a long time," Br-eite said
in a phone conversation. ' This is an
ugly situation and I am not very happy
about it."
He did not want to be referred to
extensively since negotiations are
ongoing. His lawyer Jerry Wallach
spoke on behalf of both families.
"No one likes to give up their
home. If these folks had an ideal life
they would not give up their house,"
Wallach said in a phone interview.
"But the University has the rights of
Eminent Domain and power of condemnation.
They are excercisiHg their authority.
There is not mucb purpose looking
behind reaSons." Wallach said, referring to the recent Supreme Court ruling
on eminent domain had made it almost

certain the judge would rule in favor of
the University. The only issue was
proper compensation, he said.
'The situations are virtually identical. The houses are different and the
numbers are clifferent but each have a
home they don't want to give up but
they don't get to stay. We are just making sure each is justly compensated,"
Wallach said.

The Plan
When UM-St. Louis announced the
resettling of the Express Scripts
Headquarters on campus last month, a
plan long in the making had become an
actuality. .
Express Scripts will pbice its new
headquarters in a business park the
University has planned on building
since the mid 199Os. ill accordance
with the UM-St Lpuis Master Plan,
the University has been pursuing
avenues tobring fresh business growth
to the community. A business park
was seen as a way to do this.
'The master planners came in and
looked at the two MetroLink stations
that we have, the type of properties that
were around us. Their best advice to us
was to start buying properties contiguous to us before they become unaffordable. They said the metro sites
were like highway exchanges," said
Bob Samples, director of University
Communications. "In ,the long teml
what we en.visioned was to create
along [Geiger] was not necessarily university buildings but to create something that would help the commtmity

and campus and that's when the business park idea came along. Express
Scripts wa<; the type of company we
wanted to come onto site since the very
beginning."
The site will have 320,000 square
feet with room to expand and will
include a new east west road and the
relocation of the baseball field. The
proposed business park will sit on top
of where Geiger runs now.
"It has lY---en UM-St. Louis policy
since 1992 to buy any property that
becomes available around the campus.
'This is in step with the expansionist
vision the Chancellor and Board of
Curators has for the campus .
'The University has been aggressively buying properties contiguous to
the University SLTJ.Ce 1991. We created
a master plan in 1992. In essence what
[the master plan] was doing was saying where you need to put things,"
Samples said. "We've been much
more than fair in our offers."
With the negotiation s to bring
Express Scri pt to canlpus, the need to
clear Geiger Road for construction
reached a head. The University bought
five properties on the street over the
swnmer and, before the Express
Script<; announcement, started the condemnation process for the two holdouts.
'The UniYersity of Missouri-St.
Louis has purchased more than 100
acres of land and numerous buildings
over the past decade to enhance its
mission of teaching, research, service
and economic development UMSL
has always approached these transactions in good faith. We make fair
offers to lando\V"Oers. while also understanding that we have a duty to prudently manage public funds. This summer UMSL made what it believes were
better than fair offers on [the Geiger
Rd. properties]. The landowners
rejected the offers and UMSL filed for
condemnation," reads the official statement on the houses supplied by the
office of University Communications.
With the groundbreaking for the
Express Scripts headquarters last
Wednesday, Nov. 2, the fate of the
Rendons and Gerald Breite is no
longer in their own hands. It is only a
matter of time before they are forced to
take whatever price the court deelIlS
proper and then the only remnants of a
neighborhood
older than
the
University will be the memories in the
minds of Bernard Rendon sitting on
the couch and the grandchildren who

Express Scripts broke ground on
their new corporate headquarters on
the UM-St. Louis campus on Nov. 2.
The move by Express Scripts is
anticipated by company executives
and University administrators to be a
mutually benefiting arrangement for
both the company and the campus.
But who is this corporation that is
moving to campus?
Express Scripts is a publiclyowned, $9 billion pharmacy benefits
manager (PBM) that was founded in
St. Louis in 1986. A PBM is an organization'that handles healthcare services for companies, health insurers
and governments. The main focus of
a PBM is to develop and implement
strategies to help manage their
client's employee healthcare costs.
Vice President of Public Affairs at
Express Scripts, Steve Littlejohn,
said that they help consumers save
money.
"We're the reason you pay 15 or
20 dollars for a prescription that costs
a hundred [dollars]," Littlejohn said.
He explained that Express Scripts
negotiates prescription drug prices
on behalf of their clients.
'The pharmacy benefit is the
most used employee benefit,"
Littlejohn said.
Express Scripts fillS over 450 million prescriptions a year through the
mail and a network of 59,000 retail
pharmacies.
Littlejohn says that Express
Scripts has an extensive inforn1ation
technology system to not only
enhance logistical efficiencies, but
also member safety. "Every time we
process a prescription it goes through
a 140-point check to make sure the
drugs are interacting safely together,"
Littlejohn said.
As the healthcare industry continues to grow, Express Scripts sought
out new headquarters to accommodate ts increasing staff. Its new headquarters at UM-St. Louis, near the
current baseball field, will have
1,100 employees in a total of
320,000 square feet of office space.
The company will leave 1,600
employees at its CWTent headquarters
in Maryland Heights, Mo.
UM-St. Louis College of
Business Dean Keith Womer
believes Express Scripts will be a
safe Fortune 500 company to have
on campus,
"They seem to be narrowly
focused on the niche of handling data
and infonnation and negotiating
healthcare services for their clients.
They're not a manufacturer. The core
of their business seems to be information processing," Womer said.
Womer and Littlejohn are in the
conceptual stage of forming a taskforce to try to find synergies between
UM-St. Louis and Express Scripts.
'The important thing is to find how
one plus one will equal three,"
Littlejohn said.
Womer is excited that 1,100 additional people will be coming to campus and the effect they could have on
the area. He speculated that the
influx of people may encourage a
new on-campus recreation facility,
expanded daycare operations and
more restaurants and shops moving
to the neighborhood.
Express Scripts has expanded
their workforce to 16,000 by being,
for many years, one of the nation's
fastest growing companies. UM-St.
Louis students could find a variety of
internship and job opportunities at
the company. Also, more Express
Scripts employees may be attending
or guest lecturing courses at UM-St.
Louis.
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Express Scripts:
New improvement or
insensitive bargain?
However, there's no room for
Louis has steadily purchased all the
houses on Geiger Road except two. emotion in the booming world of
The University has now turned its business and financial growth.
eye and used a heavy hand on those Express Scripts is about the numberS.
remaining famibes, using condemna- . The equation is simple:
tion hearings and eminent domain to
Two is less than 400. The latter,
get the last tenants out.
the number of jobs Missouri stands to
According to some of the home- gain is more valuable.
owners, they received an initial offer
Factor in human sentiment, and
far lower than the house's monetary the problem changes. Realistically,
worth. Only after working with it's irrational to expect the University
laW¥ers, they got the University to to refuse such a potentially beneficial
offer a reasonable sum, one that they offer from Express Scripts_ But
can feasibly use . to buy another couldn't they have found another
. location? Doesn't the University
house.
But they don't want to leave. One have a different plot of land to use? Is
woman moved in when UM-St. there no such thing as a win-win
Louis was still a golf COUTse- She solution?
stayed through the development of
Other options might exist, but as
the University, the increase in traffic we've seen with the baseball field
and area growth. Unable to foresee debacle, they probably cost too much
the construction of a cOIporate facili- for UM-St. Louis to consider l1nIess
ty, she built a home and planned on students or parents rally to ask for a
change.
li ving there indefinitely.
She's heartbroken about leaving,
Two points for The Man. Zero for
and her kids, now adults, feel similar- humanity. Zero for community. Zero
ly.
. for compassion_

The new business park, anchored
with Express Scripts, will inarguably
benefit UM-St. Louis. The establishment will bring experience to students through a learning lab, the prestige of a Fortune 500 company and
the spotlight of a fast -growing industry.

But it comes at a price.
Imagine your grandmother fighting to keep the house she's lived in
for 30 years. Picture your siblings trying to maintain the home they ' ve
built for their children.
University officials might or
might not have thought about the
sentiment that exists in the houses on
Geiger Road. Families living in
homes even longer than the
University's been arounci
Chances are, it does not matter.
Quite simply, the University places a
higher value on the land's possibilities with Express Scripts than the
established community currently
there.
During the last 10 years, UM-St
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Before I give you the bad news, I

improve the gr;rllation rate. UM-St.

must say that I like UM-cSt Louis. As a

loJis has bired Noel-Levi~ .a oonsult
ing fin:tJ. specializing in college eoIoll-

history graduate student, all I really
know is the History Department, which
I think is wonderful
However, when the Washington
Monthly rated 245 national universities, UM-St. Louis ranked 245th out of
245. That's right, dead last
I subscribe to the Washington
Monthly and respect it, which makes
UM-St Louis's poor showing so upsetting.
What the magazine's editors did
was think of what they believe a university should do and figure out ways to
measure that. They decided that universities should give students from poverty-stricken families upward mobility,
should turn out students who want to
serve humanity and not just get
wealthy, and advance knowledge and
economic growth ttrrough research.
Measuring all three is difficult and,
the editors admit, far from perfect
However, when a school ranks at the
very oottOIll, it's pretty clear that it
doesn't belong near the top.
To measure upward mobility, they
wanted to find the graduation rate of
students supported by PeU Grants. But
those statistics are not available, so they
measured the percentage of students
with Pell Grants at each schooL and
predicted what the graduation rate
should be based on that.
What's more important to a state
university than upward mobility? The
predicted graduation rate was 63 percent for our 22 percent Pell-Grant student body, but the actual graduation rate
was 38 percent. The minus 25 percent
deficit put us at 235th, 10th from the

BY GARY SOHN

New York Correspondent
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improve.
He pointed out that as a commuter

said, "You'll always miss 100% of the

Nipple strikes terror in
American society
magazine that feaPornographic.
tures men without
Disgusting.
their
shirts.
Inappropriate.
Cosmopolitan actuEmbarrassing.
ally bas a specific f}
Terrifying
to
'Man without his
American society.
Shirt' page that
I'm not referappears regularly_
ring
to
Ron ·
Try and find women
Jeremy, Al Qaeda
without coverage,
or accidental flatuand you'll have to
lence. These words
present ill at the ~
refer to something
that strikes a nerve
counter.
KATE DROLET
Even
the
much deeper in
Discovery Channel
society, something
and
National
that crosses party
Geographic blur out
lines and freaks oilt
people on all ends of the political the female nipple during educational shows _ I can view a "\1
spectrum.
I'm talking about .. _ the female woman's internal organs after a
surgeon slices through her skin, but
nipple.
Where does America's nipple God forbid I catch a glimpse of her
phobia stem from? Perhaps our nipple. I can watch an uncensored
aversion to these functional parts account of tribal boys undergoing
comes ' from the strong link painful coming-of-age ceremonies,
between nudity and sexuality. but viewing an unclothed mother
From porn to mainstream media, playing with her children requires
showing skin represents sex, an carefully positioned pixelation.
eternally controversial topic sur- The blurring doesn't cover her
rounded by morals. and taboo entire breast, nor is it even applied
curiOSity. Parents do have a right to to male chests. Apparently it's not
teach their kids about sexuality, inappropriate unless we see the
and pop . culture does thrust ever-offensive nipple.
"
What scares us so much? Are
extreme behavior at us regularl:>;.
But let's be serious. A fleeting we afraid of twning into a lewd,
view of Janet Jackson's mammary voyeuristic society if we let the
wouldn't seriously traumatize chil- female mammary gland peep out
dren if such a taboo buzz didn't on any occasIon? Europe seems to
be doing all right, even with the
surround it.
I'll admit, you won't see me various clothing-optional beaches
strolling through campus in the and nude spas. The novelty and buff I subscribe to the social scandalous taboo of nudity wears
noims that dictate appropriate off pretty quickly once people get
behavior in this area. But I do plan over the shock.
on breastfeeding my children
Our attitude toward anatomy is
someday, and I'm bothered by the a little too rigid. I'm not suggesting
negative attitude about doing it in we should all throw out our t-shirts
public. When our discomfort and bare everything, nor am I ped- _
spreads to a functional concept, we dling promiscuity. Americans just
have a problem.
need to get over our fear of the Big
Modesty is relative_ We've Bad Nipple. Stop throwing disapproving glances . at breastfeeding
1 m1l:Dag.,ed to ostracize the- female
nipple - an anatomical part that mothers, and don~ t gawk at every
fulfills lI: natural purpose - and ill(.,h of forbidden skin. Evaluate
accept the male version, despite your perception of nudity, and
the fact that it's practically identi- keep it in perspective_ Our body
parts only freak. us out because we
cal.
Any teenage girl can purchase a let them

campus, UM-St Louis is at a disadvantage because commuters are less
engaged in campus life. He also pointed out that some students drop out
because they don't have the money to
continue or for a host of other J'e$Ons_
Of the top 10 social mobility
schools, one is a commuter campusbottom
Jackson State. Ifs graduation rate is
Who did well? Top in social mobil- about the same as ours-37 percentity was the University of California at but its percentage ofPell Grant students
Los Angeles with 37 percent of its stu- is much higher-78 percent Go to its
dents receiving Pell Grants and a grad- Web site and you'll find one advantage
uation rate of 'r:7 percent. Four of the it has over us---tuition is lowerother nine top social mobility schools $1,982 for in-state students and $2,454
are campuses of the University of . for out of state students.
California: Berkeley, San Diego, Davis
So out-of-state tuition is more than
and Riverside.
$1,300 lower than in-state tuition here.
Also in the top 10 were two histori- And that's in Mississippi, a state tradically
African-American
public tionally at the bottom in the provision of
schools-South
Carolina
State government services. Apparently, fund.University in Orangeburg and Jackson ing higher education is a higher priority
State University in Mississippi-and in Mississippi than Missouri.
three private schools-Polytechnic
But that can only be part of the probUniversity (Brooklyn, N.Y.), Brigham lem
Young University and the lone Ivy
I want to know what is why our
League school in the top 10, Cornell graduation rate is so low_ Students, faculty, and staff members who have
University in upstate New York
I don't know what to make of our some ideas, e-mail me, and, if it I get
low graduation rate.
some interesting responses, I'll put
I spoke to John KundeL associate them in a future column. Or if you don't
vice provost for student affairs about it trust my judgment, write a letter to the
He said he had not heard about the editor.
My e-mail address is bcie9d@
Washington Monthly ratings, but he
said the school was looking for ways to umsl.edtL
BY BENJAMIN ISRAEL

Columnist

0

Too many solicitors on campus
I have become increasingly frus-

trated with the increase of solicitors
and proselytizers on campus_ They
strike- when you're on your way to
class, toting Bibles, sob stories aoout
how the tree kangaroos need your
money, and coupons for the spa down
the street
I had to call my friend on my cell
phone, warning her about the presence of a man underhandedly selling
magazine subscriptions to sponsor
his ''trip to Paris." It's pathetic. We're
. college students and we have tuition
to pay; sponsoring some stranger's
pleasure cruise is not on my financial
priority list.
Maybe rm crazy, but aren't these
folks breaking some sort of campus
policy? If not, rd love to join the
bandwagon_ I'll dress up like a
panda, hand out copies of Joseph
Conrad's "Heart of Darkness," and
carry a box to collect donations to
"Sarah's educational fund." I need the

Sister Act: Gary finds love with 'Wild Pony'

Miami and I caught a cab to Wild Pony's
apartment Wild Pony stood on the secshots you don't take. "
ond floor balcony wearing a light blue
Before my plane landed, I thought outfit. She came downstairs to greet me.
that this time it would be for real. I realI picked her up with one arm while
ly believed that this relationship was dif- holding my luggage and we kissed. The
ferent from all the others.
kiss was soft, gentle, wet, and powerful;
And it was to a certain extent
it could also be descn'bed as electric. I
I met. Wild Pony, once in person, felt the currents in her lively sou,! pass
sometime last December. During that through her lips into mine, and then
time I was going through an ugly carry on through my entire body, from
breakup and was not paying too much my he3d to my toes, and back to my
attention to anything else, although I head and again down to my toes, and
remembered her being enchanting at the back up to my head and_ .. okay, so it was
time;
a long, soft, gentle, wet, powerful, elecWe were introduced through her sis- tric kiss.
ter, Sister Pony.
It was weird at first talking with WIld
Things are complicated from this Pony in person because we only got to
point on because at one time I had a speak on the phone for six months_ I
crush on Sister Pony though I never told, was accustomed to seeing her in my
mind from hearing her voice and listenher so.
My plane eventually landed in ing to her breathing over the phone. But

Wtiyne Gretzky, hockey player; once

The CUrrent ls
looklng for

u;wt 3IlQ retenti9ll, to study ways to
increase retention. So obviously the
administration knows it needs to
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that awkwardness had eventually worn
off
WIld Pony and I had an interesting
time on our first day out. We went to a
nearby mall where we had lunch and
watched a fashion show together_
The fashion show featured firefighters showing off their chiseled, tan bodies
while women of all ages--rnostly senior
citizens-yelled, scieamed and snapped
photos of the models as they flexed and
dipped to the floor on the runway.
"Great," I thought to myself, '1ust
what she needs to see before I have to
take off my shirt at the beach."
After the fashion show, we went to
the beach. I was surprised to see so
many tepless women lying out in the
sun. It was tough not looking at all the
naked women while walking along the
beach with Wild Pony.
I took my shirt off and ~xposed my

pale white body. I jumped out into the
ocean and rode some waves for a while.
Wild Pony wasn't feeling well and
couldn't get in the water so she laid out
on the sand.
Eventually, my stay was up. I had to
wake up at 4:00 am. to catch my flight
back to New York for the 2005 US
Tennis Open_Wild Pony woke up early
too and saw me out I gave her a really
tight bug and another long, electric kiss.
I said, ''Ilove you." She said, ''I love you
too," in a soft, shy whisper_
While leaving, I saw Wild Pony on
the balcony watching me out She
appeared sad I don't know what she
was thinking at the time, but I was afraid
that she was thinking about asking me to
stay with her-to not go back to New
York. I am glad she didn't I probably
would have done something dumb like
given up everything in New York to stay

money and strongly feel that every- 'it
one should read "Heart of
Darkness".-. and everybody loves a
panda.
Now, I don't mind when organizations have tables set up or are handing out inforrnation_ Collecting
money for charity is fine (when the ~
group collecting the money is located
on campus), and 'I think students
handing out surveys for class projects
are acceptable. But these people who
offer me coupons for plastic lips, special memberships, trips to Abu Dabi,
more mailing lists than I ever want, ~
Salvation, and deals I "can't refuse"
are really getting on my nerves. They
are not sponsored by UM~St Louis
and have no business here. IfUM-St
Louis sponsors them, let me know ...
rve got my panda costume ready.
Sincerely,
Sarah Messmer

with her_ I know that might sound stupid to some, but I am fool when it comes
to falling in love_
A couple of weeks later while wOlking the tennis gig, we decided to

bre2k:up.

.

It was mutual for the most part. I was "
hearing less and less from her. I decided
to fold on the relationship before things
went further.
But all is still well between Wild
Pony and 1 I emailed her recently and
asked if things were okay after
Hurricane WIlma. She said that they had .
no electric or phone for three days, and
some of their front room windows were
busted out
Even though my relationship with
Wtld Pony ended just like all the other
ones, this one is different I still care
about her and maybe our paths will cross ..
again in the future. Until then, rll keep
my head up and hope roc the best

Stay tuned · next week when Gary »»
works on the set of Uma Thurmans'lot- estfilm, 'Super Ex-Girlfriend.

~he
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UMSI student, 'Goldman prizewinner speaks at zoo
BY CATE MARQUIS

~scie~e Columnist

A rapt audience at the St. Louis Zoo
heard UM-St. Louis biology graduate
student Comeille Ewango give a talk
entitled
"People
and
Forest
Biodiversity in Times of Armed
Conflict: the lturi Forest, DRC," about
his ,work trying to preserve species
diverSity in Democratic Republic of
Congo, on Wednesday, Oct. 26, 2005.
What brought the audience out was not
( just an interest in Africa or conservation but the fact that the speaker was a
winner of this year's "environmental
Nobel," the Goldman Environmental
Prize.
Corneille Ewango's talk was introduced 'by Dr. Patrick Osborne, who
II! 'heads the International Center for
Tropical Ecology, a collaborative effort

of UM-St. Louis, Missouri Botanical
Garden and the St Louis Zoo. Ewango
is one of five graduate students who
received Christenson Fund Grants to
study plant science at UM-St. Louis, in
addition to being one of six Goldman
Prize winners this year. Ewango also
received the Chancellor's Medal from
Chancellor George at UM-St. Louis,
Ewango's story and his devotion to
conservation are nothing short of heroic. Comeille Ewango was awarded a
Goldman Environmental Prize on
Aprill8, 2005, at the annual Goldman
awards ceremony in San Francisco.
The Goldman Environmental Prize
annually bonors grassroots environmental heroes from 'six regions 'of the
world: Africa, Asia, Europe; Island
Nations, North America and South and
Central America. Ewango was the
winner of the prize for Africa The ,
prestigious Goldman prize was established in 1990, and bestows an award
of $750,000 annually, the largest
award of its kind. The recipients are
selected for their significant and sustained contributions for the environment by a group of renowned environ~
mental experts and organizations.
Ewango won the prize for his heroic dedication to his work at the WIldlife
Conservation Society's research facility in the lturi Forest area during the

recent ' wars in the Democratic heavy industry are found in DRC but it which allows local people to continue
Republic of Congo, a resolirce-rich ' is poor in infrastructure like schools to live on their lands inside the reserve,
centraiAfrican nation formerly known and roadS, and there is much poverty," a community-based conservation .
as Zaire that is home to many signifi- Ewango said.
Under this model, the reserve conductcant species.
. There are two kinds of nature ed scientific research, education, surEwango spoke about the parks sys~ , reserves in DRC: several run by the veyed plant and animal population in
tern in DRC, a bit about his experi- country's government and five run by the area and preserved plants, animals
ences during the war and about the UNESCO as World Heritage sites, and habitat.
future of conservation in the area.
including the Okapi Faunal Reserve.
Ewango worked at the Uturi
"This is the first time speaking pub- All park land belongs to the DRC gov- reserve for about 10 years. When the
lidy about what I did to save our her- 'emment. ,Among threateued species battling armies approached in 2002, all
itage," Ewango told the audience of found in DRC are both' lowland and· his colleagues left but he decided to
the
nearly-filled
auditorium. mountain gorillas, elephants, rhino, stay. '1 thought I could die anyway and
"Sometimes I forget some of the pygmy hippo, and okapi, which are ,someone needed to save 'the work,"
events, because I didn't have even a known as the forest giraffe. It is also said Ewango. Over several months,
pencil or anything to write on for home to the only population of bono- Ewango hid equipment and data in the
notes." Ewango presented his talk in bos, or pygmy chimpanzees, a separate forest and communicated in secret
front of a large screen.on which maps, species that is as closely related to us as with the outside world by satellite
fact lists, graphics and photos illustrat- the more familiar chimpanzee. The phone and laptop. When the situation
ing his points were projected.
research facility where Ewango deteriorated to a point where supplies
He began by telling the audience a worked contained a zoo with a captive had run out and he felt his life was
bit of history about conservation in breeding progranl for the rare okapi.
threatened, Ewango escaped through a
DRC. DRC has a long history of estabAs a child, Ewango helped his grueling tom day walk to cross the
lishing parks to protect its fauna and uncle poach elephants, but as he grew border to another country to rejoin his
flora, dating back to 1925 under Dutch up he became fascinated with plant family.
colonial rule, Ewango told his audi- conservation and became a botanist.
Ewango gave some pointers for
ence, and these national treasures are a Now he hopes to persuade the people conservationists dealing with political
source of national pride in the country. of the DRC to take pride in their naturarmed conflicts: stay out of politics,
DRC is the largest country in central al treasures and to show them the stay neutral and civilian, appeal to
Africa and has a great deal of biodiver- potential economic benefits,of preserv- patriot pride on natural resource to discourage exploitation of resources,
sity. The country is also rich in miner- ing them.
al wealth, including diamonds and
There are different models of con- remind them about local benefits of
coItan, a mineral used in cell phones. servation. The Okapi Faunal Reserve partnerships with international conser"Eighty percent ot minerals used in used the Park Management model, vation groups, and document abuses

or

and looting.
Ewango also presented evidence
that his decision to stay was the right
one for the research facility. In previous conflicts, when everyone left, it
took much longer to restore the facility
and more research was lost. The key to
this, Ewango thought, was to have citizens of that country on senior staff,
instead of only foreign nationals. It
pointed out the pressing need to train
conservationists of those nationalities
to work in their own country. "A
national-based conservation sL\lff provides a greater chance that researchers
can stay to both observe and report on
the situation and preserve the environment:
He also pointed out that protected
areas that have the best relationship
with local populations survive best. By
demonstrating a commitment to the
welfare of local communities in times
of armed confljct, conservationists
may provide a basis for conservation
improvement and collaboration over
the long term. Also ecologically sustainable agriculture IS essential
because it provides cash crops and
food and a reason for conservation.
"Conservation groups have to be realistic," said Ewango. "Reserves are protected areas but they must be strategic
reserves for emergencies."

Wiseman's viewpoint fails to consider points on Iraq war, reader says
[In response to Adam

~Wiseman~

fought for nothing. My Marine brothers have come very close to complete•
I appreciate your concern of the ' ly eradicating a terrorist ruling regime
tragic loss of lives due to theongoing which is responsible for the deaths of
conflict in Iraq. The ability for citizens hundreds of thousands of innocent
of this nation to express their opinions civilians, a far cry from the number of
without fear of persecution is one of civilians who have lost their lives in
the principles that I, as a United States the current conflict.
Marine, am proud and excited to
Whether or not Saddam Hussein
, defend. Even though I wholeheartedly possessed weapons of mass destrucdisagree with your opinion of the war, tion, harbored terrorists, or was in purl would voluntarily lay down my life suit of a nuclear armament, is a moot
in defense of your freedoms.
point. The fact is that Saddam Hussein
!..11 1 ifuatrsaidj J1 feel it is neeessary to ,1 and ; his regime . coIllIIlittecl horrible
''11leftljeu:W' the fAct'.tHap.t;he \ 'lac wag- • crimes against humanity. Allowing a
ing in Iraq right now is not being ! regime to continue its terrorist ways,

viewpoint in issue 1166]

especially in the post 9-11 environment, would nearly equate to full
sponsorship of such dictatorships.
Sometimes it amazes me that those
opposed to the war can tum such a
blind eye to the attrocities committed
by SaddaIil. Quite frankly, it pisses me
off. Have you forgotten what it was
like the day you watched the World
Trade Center collapse to its demise,
with thousands of Americans trapped
within its walls? You mentioned it in
your article, yet used it as a point NOT
to fight.global terrorism. This rational
of thinking I cannot Understand.'
, Yes, it is a tragedy that civilian and

American lives are lost almost every- United States held a supportive role for
day in this conflict. Yet, how many , South Vietnam, and did not enter into
more lives would have been lost heavy conflict until later in the war.
should we have chosen to stand by and
I would like to invite you to the
NOT do anything? The price of inac- American Legion post on Jamestown
tion would have been fat' greater than Road in Florissant one night so you
the price of action, maybe not now, but can share your views with men who
definitely in our children's lifetime. fought, and saw their brothers die, not
And I want to leave them a better only in this present conflict, but the
world than the one I live in.
Persian Gulf War, Beirut, Somalia,
I have another point to make. You Vietnam, Korea, and World War TWo.
presented sta,tistics for the first four Ask them what they fought for. Ask
years of conflict in Vietnam. However, them what their brothers died for. Ask
if you were a student of previouS con- them if those wars were for nothing.
flicts, you WQuld know thlU during the and ask them why we fight today. Ask
initial stages of the Vietnam War, the me why I decided to stand up. You

only enjoy the freedom you have today
because 400,000 Americans gave their
lives in World War Two. 400,000.
Believe me when I say this: 2,000
American lives lost and 30,000 civilian lives lost in this current conflict is a
miracle, a reflection on the spirit of our
military today.
I will fight for your right to protest
always, yet I will never believe in what
you believe.

PFC Matthew Garvey
US Marine Corps

~ ~--~--------~~~----~~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,

11. 14.0511. 17.05

I'nformational Tables in the MSC
There will be tables in the MSC with information and statistics on
local, national, and intemational hunger, as well as on organizations
that work. to eliminate hunger. Stop by and find out more!

11. 14.05
11. 15.05

Soup Lines in the Nos~
(1/ AM - I PM, $2)

11. 16.05

Hunger Banquet in the Pilot House
(1 2:30 - 1:30 PM)

11. 17.05

Texas Hold'Em for Hunger Tournament
(7 PM, Pilot House)

~ I

UMSL .a, 2005

ren
-Sponsored By : Catholic Newman Center,
University Program Board, SGA, Student Life
For more information, call: 314.385.3455
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Students prepare to become University leaders
BY MELISSA MCCRARY

Features"Editor
Selected freshman and transfer students were given the opportunitY to
leam, gain and develop leadership
skills through The Emerging Leaders
Program at UM-St. Louis.
Although The Emerging Leaders
Program was created several years
ago at UM-St. Louis, the program was
redeveloped this year to teach new
students how to become campus organization and community leaders.
Erin Bullerdieck, graduate student, educational administration,
worked to organize the program's
redevelopment as her graduate assistant project
"The program was first introduced
to the campus many years ago, but it
did not really go anywhere for a
while," Bullerdieck said. "This year
the program was recreated in the hope
that it could eventually be offered as a
one-credit hour course available to
students."
The original idea of the program
came from Robert Greenleaf in 1970,
and had a primary focus on "servant
leadership." The philosophy of servant-leadership is that people choose
to serve first and then lead as a way of
expanding service to individuals and
institutions.
Some of the basis of servant-leadership include collaboration, trust,
foresight, listening and the ethical use
of power and empowerment.
Though there were over 70 applicants for this year's Emerging Leaders
Program, only 27 students were
selected to participate. The selected
students attended various workshops
over an eight-week period which
began on Sept. 9.
Some of the different topics covered at the workshops included
"Negotiation Basics," "Ethics," and
"Diversity." Faculty, staff and alumni
from UM-St. Louis, guest speakers,
panelists from community nonprofit
and government agencies and profes-

Kevin Ottley! Tbe ClImml

Jonathon Brook saw what he thought was servant leadership in the student who approached him as he sat alone in the
Nosh and asked him if he would like.to be involved at UM-St. Louis. Brook is one of the New Orleans students accommodated by UM-St Louis owing to the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina and has since then become an Emerging Leader.
sors from · Washington University,
Lincoln University and Carbondale
conducted the workshops and lectures.
Miranda Dorn, sophomore, secondary education, English, was
among the 27 students who filled out
an application and were selected.
Dom participated in the workshops
and said they were beneficial because
she could see servant-leadership in a
real world context.
"We were also given valuable
reading and information regarding
these topics and other forms of leadership. As part of the program, we read
the given assignments and came to the
sessions prepared to reflect., discuss,
ask and answer questions," Dorn said.
Dom said that the best thing about
the program is the opportunity it pro-

vided.
"We were given the necessary
tools to serve, whether it be at UMSL
or in our communities. We met leaders
here at UMSL, who encouraged us to
get involved and also impressed upon
is that there is a need for servant leaders here," Dorn said. "We also met
others who showed us how they have
taken their passion and transfOIDled it
into something that will benefit others.
But the best thing was being given the
opportunity to be a part of it. "
On Friday, Oct 28, The Emerging
Leaders Program held an awards and
closing ceremony at the TouhilJ
Performing Arts Center. Provost Glen
Cope and Vice Provost Curt Coonrod
were among those who attended and
showed their support Cope was one
of the keynote speakers at the ceremo-

ny.
Dorn was also given the chance to
contemplate and speak about her own
experiences with the program.
"The reception ceremony was, an
effective closing because it gave us a
chance to hear from our fellow emerging leaders and other leaders around
campus and how they feel about servant leadership. It was a time of
reflection, but also a time to be motivated so that the servant leadership
does not stop, just because the program is over. But rather we were challenged t9 use what we have leamed in .
our own lives," Dorn said.
The students who participated in
the Emerging Leaders Program presented Bullerdieck a book ·dedicated
to her and a certificate for all of her
hard work in organizing this year's

program.
"The closing ceremony and leadership banquet was a very touching
event for me since 1 will be graduating
in December," Bullerdieck said.
Each student who participated will
receive the Provost Certificate in
Student and Community ·Leadership,
along \vith an Honor Chord at graduation. The fact that they were involved ~
with community leadership will also
appear on their transcripts.
Bullerdieck said that all of the faculty and administration were very
helpful in supporting this year's program.
"The students who came out of the ...
program will be the next University
leaders and it has given me great confidence in where the University is
going," Bullerdieck said.

SHOTSand Horizons will
Start your Christmas list earlier
haQue oruanizatioQS, ~
with some cOfl\puter shopping .tips cv
BY CHRISTINE ECCLESTON

Copy Editor

DITOR
MELISSA McCRARY

Features Editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

the week's

best
bets
Jackie Joyner-Kersee
to Discuss Her Career
Nov. 8, 7:30 p.m.
Touhill Petformng Arts
Center
East 8t. Louis native and five-time
Olympic medalist Jackie JoynerKersee will discuss "A Kind of
Grace" at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 8 at the
Touhill. Her presentation, in which
she provides insight into her ability
to achieve record-breaking success,
is part of the Anheuser-Busch Vision
Speakers series. Tickets are $30, .
$25 and $20. Students receive a 25
percent discount and UM-SI. Louis
employees get a 10 percent discount on two tickets by presenting
valid UM-St. Louis identification at
the ticket office, or by purchasing
online at http://www.touhill.org.
Students may call one hour prior to
curtain to check on the availability of
half-price tickets. Call 4949 to
reserve.

For those of you who are eager to
begin your Cluistmas list, the hottest
new "must-have" computer item for
college students is the ultra portable
laptop. These sleek, slim and trendy
notebooks are quickly becoming fashion accessories on college campuses
around the nation.
The smaller, the better-and the
more expensive. illtra portables typically have a 12 inch screen, weigh 2.2
to 4 pounds and run' anywhere from
$1,500 to $3,200. Originally intended
for business executives who travel a
lot, these notebooks have gained
popularity with college students
because they fit well in a
bookbag or purse and look
chic and stylish. The
Toshiba Qosmio G 15 and
the Gateway M68QXL
are two of the most
popular ultraportables.
For students \Vith a
more modest budget,
there are the mainstream notebooks that
are slightly larger and
take less of a chunk
out of the pocket. They
generally have a 14 or
15 inch screen, weigh 4
to 7 pounds and range
from $1 ,100 to $2,500.
Popular mainstream laptops
are the Dell Inspiron 2200 and
the Gateway NX250X.
Those looking for a sturdier laptop can purchase a desktop replacement, which is basically a "souped up"
laptop. These notebooks tend to be
more like desktop computers, weighing in at 7 to 10 pounds \Vith a 15 to l7
inch screen. The lower end desktop
replacements sell from $1,000 to
$2,000 whereas the higher end ones
(which have faster processors and
higher-quality graphics) sell for
between $2,000 and $3,000.
Students who do not plan on having their computer accompany them to
the library, the lunchroom or the local
study lounge can always purchase
desktops. Though a desktop may seem
archaic to some, it can sometimes pack
more punch without making such a
dent in the wallet. They are also less
likely to be stolen from apartments or
dorm rooms.
Value systems are the perfect
choice for lower-tech students who use
their computers mainly to checkemail, frequent MyGateway and type
papers. This type of use requires less

memory and processor speed, thus
eliminating the need for expensive
upgrades. A low-end system can start
around $500 and rises as more options
are added. Popular value systems are
the Dell XPS 400 and the HP Pavilion
a122On. for PC fans and the Apple
eMac for Apple fans.
Multimedia systems generally have
a lot of audio and video bells and whistles. They are the computers \Vith the
fastest CD and DVD burners and the
newest programs for displaying and
editing digital photos and playing
videos, television and music.

Gaming systems, on the other
hand, usually offer the most memory,
the fastest processing speed and the
latest graphics and ' sound cards. They
provide gamers with an intense, visually pleasing atmosphere in which to
play the latest releases. These systems
tend to be expensive--many systems,
like the popular Dell Dimension XPS
600 and the Falcon Northwest Mach
V, can cost over $5,000.
When investigating notebook computers, there are specific features a student should notice. The processor, also
known as CPU, is the priillary chip of
the computer system that interprets
and executes · instructions. Notebook
processors are slower than desktop
processors, and typically any speed
above 1 GHz should be enough.
Another important aspect is the display. The size of the screen is important., but so is the number of pixels per

inch. Screen resolution affects the
quality of the image. The greater the
resolution, the greater the detail-but
this tends to decrease the size of fonts,
making them difficult for people \Vith
poor eyesight to see.
For those who like to take their laptop on the road \Vith them, battery life
is an important consideration. A notebook should have at least two hours of
battery life if students plan carrying
them around. Another key consideration for those on the go is a walTanty
plan because laptops take more of a
beating and are more susceptible to
breakdowns than desktops.
When looking at desktop computer
systems, there are several hardware
components that deserve particular attention. First is processor
speed. Budget CPUs are 2.4
to 3.0 GHz, mid-range
from 2.8 to 3.2 GHz and
high-end 3.4 GHz and
above. The more
gigahertz a processor boasts, the
faster it can analyze data and the
faster· the system
works.
Another
important component is memory,
otherwise . known
as RAM. Memory
preserves data for
retrieval-without
enough memory, a
computer system cannot
run at its best, regardless of
its other machinery. ' Systems
typically should have at least
512 MB, but 1 GB allows the computer to perform better.
A computer's hard drive stores and
allows access to large amounts of data.
Computer systems these days nOl1Dally offer plenty of storage, but lqok for
a system \Vith at least 80 GB. If
upgrades are inexpensive, it doesn't
hurt to increase the size of the hard
drive for a rainy day.
Other . important but less essential
features to consider are CD and DVD
burners, built-in wireless cards, video
cards and TV tuner cards. External
connectors, w.hich are ports available
for future peripherals and upgrad~,
are also handy for those who plan ·on
upgrading or adding to their systems.
When shopping for a computer,
students are better off if they are educated in the basics of computer terminology and have set a budget for themselves beforehand. Students that walk
into a store unprepared may walk out
with a computer system not suited for
their needs or their budget.

~,

but Slill assist SludenlS
BY MELISSA McCRARY

Features Editor

College life can be stressful at
times, especialJy when trying to balance friendships, a job and struggling
to complete school work. ·
Peer educators at UM-St. Louis
offer assistance and educational outreach programs to students who need
advice to help them succeed in college.
Horizons peer educators and
SHOTS (Students Helping Others To
Succeed), two student organizations,
whose main goals have been to educate and provide awareness to the
campus community, are currently in
the process of merging together to
become a larger and more resourceful student group.
The unification of the two organizations is expected to be completed
by the Spring semester and both
groups will decide on a new name for
the organization and will share one
budget.
.
Tom Stork, senior, management
and organizational behavior and the
president of Horizons, believes that
the merger of the two organizations
will have numerous benefits.
'1 think that it will have a positive
change. There will be more people
working together, promoting the
group together and collaborating on
ideas," Stork said.
Stork said that the participation
with HOlizons has decreased this
year because of many of the former
students involved have graduated
and that this change will bring in
more participation.
''Horizons has. been in existence
since the early 90s and right now we
are in a transition period," Stork said.
According to the Well ness
Resource Center- Peer Education
website at www.umsl.edu/-wellness/peer.html, peer educators. are
given the opportunities to increase
knowledge of health and wellness
issues, improve self-awareness, consultation and presentation skills, are
given leadership opportunities and
collaborate with different campus
organizations such as University
Health, Wellness and Counseling
Services.
.
June Smith, SHOTS president,
said that there are numerous things
that the organization's members do.
''We organize campus events, give
alcohol education to promote safe
habits and with making healthy

choices such as using designated drivers and give STD awareness,"
Smith said. "We offer HIV testing
free every month through Planned
Parenthood."
~ .
Like the main mission of SHOTS,
Horizon's motto is "Students
Helping Students."
Peer educators of Horizons have
given .presentations on stress management and have provided information about getting assistance on carn- 'iJ
pus, demonstrated more effective
study habits for students and
answered questions about life problems.
0
While Horizqns has became
involved \Vith campus events such as
National Depression Screening
Week, AIDS · Awareness Week, .~
H~althy Relationships, the Battle of
the Sexes, and the Stress Relief Fairs,
SHOTS has also assisted with events
like Alcohol Awareness Week, Safe
Spring Break, Blood Drives,
Mirthday, the Great American
Smoke
Out
and
Sexual . '
Responsibility Week.
Recently, on Oct. 31, SHOTS
sponsored a campus student AIDS
forum in conjunction with the Black
Student
Nurses
Association.
Horizons held Sex Trivia on Nov. 3,
~
at the University Meadows.
Besides providing health awareness and helping other students, the
peer educators have the chance to '
develop friendships by meeting other
new . people, learning leadership
skills and improving their resumes.
' 'Being involved in ' SHOTS is a
great opportunity to meet people and
give out important information that
not all students might be aware of,"
Smith said.
Both· Horizons and SHOTS are
recruiting more students to get
involved \Vith becoming group members and peer educators.
Stork said that he would encourage more male students to participate, since there are only three out of
the current 16 peer educators . are
men.
"I would recommend students
who are interested in becoming
counselors, who are education or
psychology majOJ;s, or anyone who
wants to commit their time to making
a difference and helping others,"
Stork said.
For more information about college issues or to find out how to ~
become a peer mediator, visit the
Wellness Resource Center, . located
on the first floor of the MSC or call ~
516-5380.
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lop 10 excuses lor appealing aparking dcket at UMSl
BY PAUL HACKBARTH

While not everyone appeals parking
tickets, Gholston said the office
receives about 50 appeals every two
.
When making up an excuse to get weeks.
out of paying a parking ticket at UMthen sent to justices
The appeals
St Louis, it is often a cat or starving in Student Court including Chief
child who suffers.
Justice Kit Blanke, senior, English,
UM-St. Louis students have dey-el- and Justice Bryan Goers, sophomore,
oped a;eative and imaginative excuses . secondary education in history.
when it comes to appealing parking
• Student Court meets about every
tickets.
two to three weeks for several hours to
While students can receive parking sort through students' appeals..Parking
tickets for counterfeit passes 'or park- and Transportation runs a background
ing in improper or undesignated check to verify the student's informaspaces, they commonly receive tickets tion in the appeal, which justices use
for not having or displaying parking "to make sure their stories are truthstickers in their vehicles.
ful," Blanke said.
However, if students choose to,
Using the parking rules and regulathey can appeal their ticket by taking it tions, justices either accept or deny the
to the Parking and Transportation appeals. If a student's request is
office and fillling out an appeal form.
denied, the student must pay the $50
IC. Gholston, from Parking and fine for not having a parking sticker.
Transportation, said about 50 to 70
However, students are not always
tickets are given each day, depending honest and make up unique excuses to
on the day of the week and which get out of paying for a parking ticket.
parking attendants are available.
Below are the top 10 unique excus-

es students give to Student
more noticeable than other
Court and Parking and
license plates.
8) Food,
Transportation for appealing parking tickets at UMDiapers or
St. Louis:
Tic k e t ?
10) Final Exams. "I
Another student claimed
was late for a test" is a
common
excuse,
she could not
pay her ticket
Goers said. "Never
because
she
late for class, but
late for a test."
needed
the
9) It's Not
money to buy dia(Vanity)
Fair!
pers for her child.
One . student
A similar appeal
. accused Blanke "that
claimed that
par kin' g
[he] was taking food
enforcers
out of her children's
were biased
mouth by making her
when tickpay for her ticket,"
e tin g
7) But I'm New Here.
car s .
One student said she
The
received a ticket her first
stu year at UM-St. Louis and
den t
did not know any better.
_ _ __ After verifying her informasaid she received a
Parking
and
ticket because her vanity plate was
tion,

- ----News Edito~

are

Transportation discovered she had
been enrolled for three years.
6) Top Story. One appeal said the
student planned to bring the appeal to
the local news media if Student Court
did not take care of the citation.
S) Explaining the Crime. Another
student appealed his ticket for having a
counterfeit parking pass, a $250 fine.
The student denied forging, but in the
appeal, "he told me how he forged the
ticket," Goers said.
4) Hold on TIght. "I've had a couple of people say they were driving to
school that morning, and it was sucked
right out of the window," Blanke said.
After verifying the student's information, he found the student did not have
a parking pass in the first place.
3) Who Moved That Cone? On~
student accused a parking enforcer of
moving a traffic cone behind her car
and then giving her a ticket. After
Student Court questioned the officer
about the excuse, the officer said the
student moved the cone aside to park

in an already closed-off spot. The
eel' moved the cone back, where it
originally placed.
2) Cat Got Your Ticket? rlll'VlWOlll
student blamed her cat as the
she did not have her parking pass
day she was ticketed. "She
through the whole appeal ~Al:H<U.UU< ,1'I
why it was her cat's fault," Goers
1) Is Student COUlt Soulless?
summer, one student sent
Court 10 e-mails after justices
the student's appeal. In one e-mail,
student wrote, "Dear Student
do you have a soul?" to which
replied, "Yes and I'm deeply in
with it."
After reading ttu"ough so
appeals, Blanke said, "I find
saying, 'I've heard that one
When you go through enough of
they start repeating."
While the above excuses were
denied, Blanke said, "Sometimes
do get improperly cited, and
what Student Court is here for."

Career Services provides job Students celebrate 'Day 0
searchers online aS$istance the Dead' Hispanic holida
BY MELISSA McCRARY

BY PATRICIA LEE

Features Editor

Features Associate Editor

In a world of technology where
just about anything is possible,
numerous job recruiters, employers
and prospective applicants across the
United States have started to use the
Internet as a tool to recruit new hires
by viewing electronically stored
resumes and arranging interviews via
the web.
Every year, students with associate's, bachelor's and graduate degrees
go through the strenuous process of
hunting down job leads. Although
some students resort to online job
searches such as www.monster.com
or www.jobs.com. many UM-St.
Louis students use the E-Recruiting
database av(l,ij Ie through UM-St.
Louis rtareer'Services.
E-Recruiting is a national coI)1pany whiclj connects students and alumni to various employers through their
weir-based software.
Teresa Balestreri, Career Services
director, said that the Internet has
many good resources for job searching, but E-Recruiting is extremely
helpful and beneficial to students.
'The difference between other job
search programs and E-Recruiting is
that the employers who participate are
interested in finding students from
UM-St. Louis and are actually contacting the University for available
openings," Balestreri said.
Students must formally register
through Career Services and pay an
initial fee of $35 to have access to the
E-Recruiting program. After the $35
is paid, students can maintain their
membership by paying a $10 annual
renewal fee.
E-Recruiting is divided into seven
sections: profile, documents, applications, calendar, jobs and internships,
employers and career research.
The profile section acts as the "first
impression" page. On this page,
employers can view personal and academic information about the pOtential
candidate. This is one pf the first
stages of becoming a member.
Students can create their own profile
and are given the freedom to include

Skeletons, skull-shaped candy, nuts,
flowers, photographs, a crucifix and
religious statues adorned an altar.
Photographs of deceased family members were surrounded by their personal
possessions, symbolizing some highlights of their lives. This was the scene
in one room in Oark Hall and in millions of houses throughout the world
last week.
Each November, Mexicans celebrate Dia de los Muertos, or Day of the
Dead, when they remember loved ones
and make light of death by decorating
altars with symbols of deceased family
and relatives and images of death.
Numerous cultures celebrate the
dead and believe in life after death, and
~cs celebrate Dia
~ Muertos
on Nov. 1-2, which the also observe
as All Saints Day and All Souls Day.
In some homes, the celebration is
held on either Nov. 1 or Nov. 2,
depending on which family members
have passed away. Other families
remember deceased children on All
Saints Day and adult loved ones on All
Souls Day.
In Mexico, Dia de los Muertos is an
important part of the culture and
reflects the Aztec and Roman Catholic
influence on present-day Mexican culture.
"Different parts of the country celebrate it in different ways," said
Rosalinda Mariles, Spanish lecturer.
"In most Spanish-speaking places,
most go to Mass and to the cemetery
and then some go back and have a fies ta in the home. The idea goes back to
the Aztecs who allowed the spirits to
come back and visit once a year."
In Mexico, the celebrations are traditionally accompanied by readings of
satirical poems that mock political figures, movie stars or other celebrities.

Resume
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whatever information that they might
find relevant, like their degree, major,
expected graduation and skills.
The documents page is where"J>OOpIe can upload their electronic
resumes, cover letters, letters of recommendation, etc. The program can
even critique a person's resume. If a
person is searching for a particular job
that might match a newly listed position, Career Services can make
resume referrals, or contact the candidate about the position.
Whether a student is looking for an
internship, co-op, part-time degreec
related position, or in search for a fulltime position or professional career,
E-Recruiting posts all available job
leads with their descriptions.
Employers connected to ERecruiting can view a person's
resume online and contact them with
interview arrangements.
Students can view job openings,
make arrangements for on-campus
interviews, investigate companies,
search the database for a certain
industry, find the location of companies, view career profiles and stay
informed about all events through
Career Services.
''The mission of E-Recruiting and
Career Services is to connect students
to the world of work," Balestreri said:
Balestreri said that there are currendy 4,600 companies listed, with
330 jobs posted. Of those positions,
about one-third of them . are internships. There are also a wide range of

positions related to all different fields
and majors.
''The jobs listed fit with the supply
and demand of .qo
B alestreti said.
A business student or a person with
an accounting degree might find that
there are over 75 open positions,
whereas a student searching for position with an emphasis on journalism
or social work might find a more limited amount of choices. Jobs that the
economy and the market are in desperate need of are easier to find.
Deja Hayes, freshman, accounting,
said she likes the concept of the program and is planning on registering to
become a member.
"I think that it is a great resource,
especially for people looking for a
position in a direct field," Hayes said.
Balestreri said diat students of all
majors and grade levels are welcome
to register and that Career Services
treats everybody the sanle.
"It is best for students who are serious and who are ready to look for a
degree-related position to register,"
she said.
Employers look for potential candidates and post positions daily.
Nobody ever said that job searching is
easy. It is up to those who are serious
about landing a perfect joh to take the
time and effort to find a job and create
their resume.
"Job searching is all about choices
and whether people want to do it is up
to them," Balestreri said.

WONDERING ABOUT T ITION INCREAS ES ,
G S PRICES, OR
HEALTH CARE?
~

For a
Join
Free Dinner with a
·Legislator

Adam D. Wisemanl The Currml

The foreign language department set up a display for "Dia De Los
Muertos," or "Day of the Dead," a Hispanic holiday.

Instead of fearing death, these give the
people a chance to make light of death
and to celebrate life.
This year, Malues, who is originally from Mexico, decided to help students and faculty visualize and experience this culture by setting up a Day of
the Dead celebration in the Clark Hall
Audio Visual room People filled the
room throughout the morning of Nov.
2 to watch a presentation, ask questions
about Dia de los Muertos and eat candy
and other snacks. Students in some of
the Spanish classes also submitted
Calaveras, or satirical poems for the
festivities.
Mariles hopes the event will help
students get a better understanding of
Spanish culture.
''Nowadays, teaching a language is
not enough," she said. "We recognize
that if a student doesn't tmderstand the
culture, they do not understand the language."
'1 think it's very important when

you teach a language to give it a frame
of reference," said Rolf Mueller, chair
of the Department of Foreign
Languages and Literature. "It's a wonderful way of adding to the language
instruction, giving students an idea of
the tradition and customs."
Most of the students in various
Spanish foreign language classes
attended the Dia de los Muertos,
including Craig Holt, freshman, political science.
'There's only so much you can
learn in class. This gives you a better
perspective," Holt said.
Erica ' Kaufman, senior. English,
said the celebration helped her get a
better understanding of the Spanish
language and culture.
"Language gives you hints about
culture."' Kaufman said. "They value
family more and you can see it in the
words. Language and cnlture are intrical and you can see why language is set
up the way it is."

Asthma St dy
The Clinical Research Center is enroll ing
adults and children in a research study
investigating an inhaled medication for asthma.
Participants must be between 12-65 years of
age and a non-smoker. This study includes 5
visits over 19-22 days. Reimbursement for
time and travel is provided.
Conveniently located on the campus of Barnes
Jewish West County Hospital.

The Clinical
Research Center
314-514-8509
www.clinicalresearchcenter.com
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P em-ere 01award-winning 1-2195 a hit
BY LAU RA AYE RS

Staff Writer

E DIT
CATE MARQUIS

A&E Editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

omen In
the arts earn
recognition
during expo
BY MONI CA M A RTI N

Staff Writer

Women in the Arts 2005, the yearlong, multi-venue exposition, will top
off with a three-day conference at several campus locations. Weqmrt,m the Arts
is a celebration of female artists, writers, I
musicians, and more, past and present !
Since it started last fall, it has fea- '
tured a full slate of artistic pertormances,
exhibitions, conferences and educational
events. It is a partnership between more
than 50 different organizations.
The conference will be held from 9
a.m. to 5:45 p.m. Nov. 10; 9 <Lm. to 5
p.m. Nov. 11 and 9 <LID. to 7 p.m. Nov.
12. More than 40 presenters will deliver
lectures, recitals and panel discussions.
An orchestral concert is scheduled for
7:30 p.m. Nov. 11 in the AnheuserBusch Pertormance Hall at the Touhill,
and a chamber music concert will take
place at 7:30 p.m. in the Lee Theater at
the Touhill.
Other highlights include a lecture by
Diane Relun, host and executive producer of the National Public Radio program "The Diane Rehm Show"; the
panel discussion "Toflay's Women's Arts
Movements" led by Mallarie Zimmer,
founder and executive director of Venus
Envy; the lecture "A Place for the Arts:
The Women Who Built the MacDowell
Colony" by Robin Rausch, specialist in
the music division at the Library of
Congress in Washington; the lecture
"Progress, Conscience, Imagination:
. Riding the Tide of New Notes" by
award-winning composer Judith Lang
Zaimont.
"The conference will bring together
some of the brightest minds-locally,
nationally and even internationally-in
an effort to heighten awareness and
understanding of the achievements of
women creators," said Barbara Harbach,
professor of music and coordinator for
Women in the Arts. The quality of conference presenters speaks to the significance of Women in the Arts and will fittingly bring the year-long celebration to
an end, Harbach said.
Women in the Arts helped promote
more than 800 events over the past year,
including concerts, film screenings,
poetry readings, lectures, conferences
and art exhibits. And though the conference m;:uks the end of the year-long cel. ebration, several events are planned
through the end of the year.
For the Women in the Arts' national
Women's Playwlight Competition, nearly 90 women submitted original, fulllength, unpublished and unproduced
plays. The Department of Theater,
Dance and Media Studies at the
Unversity will present the winning play,
"1-2195'" by Seattle-based playwright
Barbara Lindsay, Nov. 3 through 5 at the
Touhilll Center.
The registration fee for the conference is $25 per day for the general pub, lic, and free for UM-SI. Louis students,
faculty
and
staff.
Visit
http://www.umsl.edul-wia for more
information about the conference or call
516-5981 to register.

"I-2195," the winning play for
UM-St. Louis' "Women in the Arts
2005" playwriting contest, thrilled
audiences at the Touhill Performing
Arts Center November 3, 4, and 5.
Written by Barbara Lindsay and
directed by Lee Patton Chiles, "I2195" was a breakthrough for
women writers.
In a future Orwellian era, Lucinda
Celeste must decide what is worth
fighting for and what is worth giving
up for that fight. Lucinda and her
loyal though eccentric friend Rex are
the last remaining Freedom Fighters
in America. They live secluded and
on the run from a Federal government that wants them dead or converted. L\Jcinda is content with her
simple life until her son, stolen from
her as a child, finds her and threatens
her uncomplicated life. Now that she
has something to lose, Lucinda has to
decide if the fight is still important to
her, or if she just wants to continue
her simple life.
A stellar cast lights up the stage
for the first performance of "1-2195."
Thomasina Clark plays the strong,
yet relaxed Lucinda with amazing
believability. Myron McNeill as Rex
Eaglejeep, Eric J. Connors as Otto
Celeste, and Trey Kerr as Luther
round out this wonderful cast.
A beautiful set; consisting of
Lucinda's one room cabin and the
surrounding wilderness, provides an
excellent background for this play.
Congratulations must be given to
Tim Poertner of UM-St. Louis'
Department of Theatre, Dance, and
Media Studies and to his students
who provided the ideas and labor for
this remarkable set.
"1-2195" confronts the fear of
many people today in a world where
the lines of personal freedom and
governmental control are blurred.
Lindsay blings these fears to life and
allows her audience to look inside
themselves for the answers. She
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Trey Kerr (as Luther) and Thomasina Clarke (Lucinda) rehearse a scene from "1-2195." Barbara Lindsey wrote the play
and won the Women in the Arts competition for it. 1-2195 opened last Friday and ran for two nights in the Lee Theater.

admits that this play is still a work in
progress, but cannot thank UM-St.
Louis enough for the opportunity to
see her show come alive in such a
magnificent setting. "It's been a 10
year labor," she said, "and tonight I
gave birth!"
After the show, audience members were allowed to ask Chiles and
Lindsay questions and voice any

concerns they had with the production. It was easy to see that the play
was tremendously well received by
all.
The success of this play will help
encourage many women writers in
the future. I cannot think of a better
piece to win the first "Women in the
Arts" playwriting competition.
The only grade I can give this

play is an A. Everything worked
together beautifully to draw the audience into this futuristic world. The
audience feels with these characters
although they are from a different
time. Celeste is the woman we all
wish we could be if we could just
find her strength and her character.
As she draws us into her life, we are
forced to examine our own values

and beliefs in comparison.
Considering how hard it is for any
playwTight to make a living, we can
only hope that UM-St Louis has
another competition in the future.
The accomplishment for the playwright, the director and especially
the actors should encourage UM-St.
Louis to continue in its endeavors to
promote Women in the Arts.
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Hurricane victims
Exhibit pays tribute to graffiti art
from local poetry readings
BY MONI CA M ARTIN

StajJWn"ter

On Saturday, Nov. 5, a poetry
reading took place at the Soulard
Coffee Garden to raise money for
the ACRON Institute- Hurricane
Recovery and Rebuilding Fund.
The reading started at 2 p.m. The
emcee was Pam Garvey, who,
along with Tim Leach, is cofounder of Words on Purpose, a
newly formed committee of writers
who believe words alone are not
enough. The organization raises
money for various charitable organizations.
Garvey explained the organization before introducing Ruth
Meyer, organizer for ACORN, who
spoke about this organization that
only one person in the audience had
heard of. ACORN stands for
Association
of
Conununity
Organizations for Reform Now.
The organization has been
around for 25 years and is the "oldest and largest grassroots organization" fighting for social and economic justice for low and moderate
income residents in major cities
coast-to-coast, making sure those
people are treated with dignity and
respect. Mayer left the stage, and
Garvey returned to introduce the
first speaker, "a rising poet of
promise," Joel Friederich.
Friedrich is a teacher at Southern
illinois University - Edwardsville.
He is well-published, with works
appearing in The Paris Review,
Beloit Poetry Journal, Poetry
Northwest and River Styx, among
others. Some future work will soon
be published in Prairie Schooner
and Witness. He read seven poems,
the first being "Heat Lightning."
Once the applause died down,
Friedrich asked that the applause be
held until the end, and to that people "savor the silence afterward."
The second poem, "Stopping By
Woods," was written about
Alzheimer's disease. After that
poem, Friedrich explained that he
began to get a theme about old men,
so he wrote a poem called "Sour
Taste of Old Men."
Then came a poem called
"Sidewalk Chalk. Figures." A poem

called ''First Day" told of when his
first son went to kindergarten for
the first time. Following that poem
came one called "Dismantling the
Fallen," a poem about "something
rotten in the middle that needs to be
taken out." His final poem was
called "I Discover the Future
Conditional," a poem about overcoming public death, public figure
and the Vietnam War.
The second poet introduced was
award-winning New Orleans fiction writer Reggie Poche'. The
original poet, Mary Troy, was
unable to make the reading, so
Poche' was asked to take her place.
Poche' is a native of New Orleans,
He won the UM-St. Louis MFA
graduate fiction award, as well as
the Margery McKinney Short
Fiction prize.
Poche' has been published in
Zahir, Ellipsis, and Ginger Hill. In
the future, he will have works
appearing in Margin. He read his
short story called "Sunshine
Money," which was a humorous,
poignant, coming of age story about
a woman-less marriage in a small
town.
The final reader was the Poet
Laureate of East St. Louis, Eugene
Redmond. Redmond is also an
English professor at Southern
Illinois University - Edwardsville.
His works include six books of
poetry and a critical history of AfroAmerican poetry.
He has edited two anthologies
and is the founding editor of
Drumvoices Revue. He has also
won many awards, including an
American Book Award and a
Puschcart Prize. He read a plethora
of works, including his introduction
to the novel JonoalJ and the Green
Storm, which was written by his
slain friend Henry Dumas, and
"immortalizes and memorializes
the great flood of 1926."
He also read a poem about
Catherine Dunn, a poem for the
installation of SlUE chancellor,
subtitled "A Riff for Von de Griff,"
and a poem for the incarnation of
Lincoln High School called
"Milestones of Lincoln."
It was fun to watch this poet in
. motion, who altered his voice at different areas in the poem, even moving to the words:

"Visual Expressionism" hit Gallery Visio this week, courtesy of artist D. Scott Tjaden.
BY MABEL SUEN

S tajj 'Writer
Have you ever noticed graffiti
around various areas of St. Louis,
but never really had the chance to
analyze
it?
In
"Visual
Expressionism," a study of St.
Louis graffiti, D. Scott Tjaden, lecturer of art and art history at UM-St.
Louis, provides an opportunity for
people to take a closer look at the
illegal and often times incomprehensible "artwork" in his fIrst solo
exhibition.
The exhibit is a different follow
up to his first series of work, "Audio
Expressionism," a collection of
transcribed sound bytes. Tjaden
explained that, "expressionism is a
movement in the early 20th century
that exemplified subjective emotions. I wanted to bring the graffiti
here' on a smaller scale so- that we
can appreciate the elements of it."
According to Lavonda Staples,
graduate, history, "Graffiti isn't
people destroying property. It's taking already damaged buildings and
creating something beautiful."
Tjaden [1rst became interested in
the graffiti during a lifestyle change
when he started riding the Metro
bus as a means of transportation.

During his rides he observed the "Concentration" and a collection of
people and day-to-day environment several abandoned and weathered
from a newfound perspective.
aerosol cans that he named
"Graffiti says a lot about our "Accompli~e." In "Concentration,"
society, and the social conunentary . viewers are encouraged to flip 'tiles
that comes out of it is really inter- over from two opposing walls in the
esting," said Tjaden. "Grafitti is comer to match them up, much like
what I call the 'silent voice.' It's a the childhood game.
way for people to express themHowever, not all the tiles are
selves and be heard."
pairs. "Graffiti is covered up or
To compile this collection of changed sometimes as quickly as it
scattered works, Tjaden got down is put up," Tjaden explained.
and dirty with a digital camera in
Another unique portion of the
hand, searching out hard to find and . exhibit included a wall that began as
often overlooked areas of the city. a plain black panel. Metallic
In doing so, he captured 21 close-up crayons were provided for visitors
images of varying colors and life to participate in self expression
spans, including cryptic messages through graffiti themselves.
on signs, brick walls, rocky surAccording to Tjaden's artist
faces, poles, wood and concrete.
notes, ''The images you see here
Taken from different angles, the may not be about the people that I
photos contain anything from sim- saw, but about the environment I
ple abstract words such as "enuf' experienced day after day '" It conand "takt," to portions of colorful tains the voices and opinions of a
block lettering ,a nd pictures.
world that most don't encounter on
"My favorite piece is 'Hearts' a daily basis and that the majority of
because it is uniquely balanced and us choose not to hear."
complete," conunented Staples.
"Visual Expressionism" will be
"The closeness of the photos is like on display at Gallery Visio in room
a fragment to a story, but that does- 170 of the MSC until Nov. 18. The
n't make it any less. The viewer is gallery's operating hours are 11
inspired to ask questions and make a,m. to 4 p.rn.. and w.eekends by
their own interpretations."
.
appointment. The exhibit is free
In addition to the digital prints, and open to the public. For . more
Tjaden also included a piece called information, call 516-7922.
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St. Louis Art Museum 'Weatherman' straddles comedv and drama
shows Treasures ofUr'
. BY CATE MARQUIS

A&EEditor
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Almost a century ago, a relatively
unknown British archeologist named
Leonard Woolley traveled to the exotic region of Mesopotamia to le.ad the
excavation of the ancient city-state of
Ur. During a 16-year excavation supported by the British Museum and the
University of Pennsylvania, he discovered one of the richest collections
of ancient antiquities ever found. The
richness of his discovery was only
comparable with Mr. Howard Carter's
findings at 1\.rt:ankhamen's tomb in
Egypt
Many of these pieces went to the
University of Pennsylvania Museum
where they were studied arid analyzed
by some of the most prestigious archeologists. Although they still belong to
this Museum, today we can see them
at the Saint Louis Art Museum until
Jan. 16, 2006 in the exhibition called
"Treasures from the Royal Tombs of
Ur."
Located between the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers, Mesopotamia was
located in what is now known as Iraq
and part of Syria The Biblical stories
were the first source of historical
information about the area and they
referred to this land as the place where
the "Garden. of Eden" was located.
The archeological finds we can see at
the exhibition, especially Woolley's
works, revealed a great amount of
information about Mesopotamia,
often called the "cradle of civilization."
Sidney Goldstain, curator of the
Exhibition and also curator of Ancient
and Islamic Art for the St. LOuis Art
Museum, is very proud of having all
these materials in a quantity and in a
presentation that cannot be seen in any
other Museum, except in Baghda£i
'''The greatest value of the exhibition is to bring to the St. Louis visitor
a first hand experience of these

objects from our earliest cities,"
Goldstain said. ''This material is from
such a distant time and from the area
where civilization, cities and writing
were developed." .
The exhibition presents wonderful
pieces of jewelry, vessels, sculpture
made with gold, silver, copper, lapis
Ic;tZUl.i or alabaster. TheSe were all
materials that Ur did not have but
could acquire, thanks to its strategic
situation in the region for trade.
All the pieces belonged to royal
tombs, which were different from
other tombs because of the extraordinarily rich pieces found in them. Most
of them were in the undistw:bed tomb
of Queen Puabi. Objects as the "Great
Lyre," a wonderful musical instrument or the "Ram Caught In A
Thicket" are some of the most amazing pieces in the collection.
Woolley was a very intelligent
archeologist and his work bas served
to improve enormously our knowledge about this ancient civilization of
Mesopotamia.
.
"He was an extraordinary archaeologist who spent countless hours
excavating with his crews and interpreting the material. He published the
material quickly and fully," Goldstain
said. ''He was very clever in restoring
objects of wood in the ground with
plaster and wax before he removed
them. Much of what we know about
the musical instruments is from
Woolley's ingenuity."
With the experience of more than
70 years with these materials, the
University of Pennsylvania in collaboration with Saint Louis Art Museum
has prepared an educational exhibition, that is easy to see and understand. It will amaze everybody who
visits it
The exhibition will be displayed
until Jan. 15. Tickets are $6 for adults,
$5 for students or seniors and free on
Fridays. For more information on the
Saint Louis Art Museum, contact 314721-0072.

Filmgoers who saw Gore
Verbinski's previous film, "Pirates
of the Caribbean," or even saw the
ads for the film "Weather Man,"
might expect something more light
and comic than they will get.
"The Weather Man" is a film
that straddles the line between
comedy and drama, which makes
it somewhat more like Verbinski ' s
film "The Mexican." Actually,
"The Weather Man" is darker and
even sadder than that film.
Chicago weatherman David
Spritz (Nicolas Cage) is a success
in his job but seems to-be a failure
at everything else. At work, he .
earns a big salary, although he
seems to have a nagging feeling
that he does not deserve it. He is
pnly a weather reader, not even a
meteorologist. Still, his program is
highly rated and he is up for a
plum job as weatherman on a
national TV morning show.
Chicago weatherman David Spritz (Nicholas Cage) is successful in his job, but the rest of his life
In his personal life, everything remains dreary. Spritz aspires to lead a richer existence, but he's not sure how to improve things.
is wrong . Divorced from his wife The film is sad and dark at times, but it also features comedic scenes.
(Hope Davis), he still hopes to
patch things up. He is unable to ence . On the streets, it is not Caine and Davis. Cage himself funny and even touching moments
really connect with his teenage son uncommon for people to fling fast does as well as he can with this and, surprisingly, gets better as it
(Michael Rispoli), who has had food at him when they pass, distracted, self-absorbed character. unfolds. The pace is a bit slow but
drug problems already, and his although whether these might be He is rather a sad clown, and there the lack of fine focus is the bigger
chubby pre-teen daughter (Gil fans he snubbed in the past, or not, are hints that he might have an problem. The best scen es are the
Bellows). He would like to please is notcClear. Either way, he is clue- attention deficient problem, at later ones with Cage and Caine,
his father (Michael Caine) a liter- less.
least off camera. On camera, he is where the father and son finally
ary great and former academic,
The story centers on a character confident and competent, some- seem to connect in some way. Still
who seems slightly embanassed who seems not to know what he thing he is not most of the rest of you have to give the director credby his son' s chosen profession and wants in life. The film seems the time.
it for making a film that is not all
barely understands what his son is unable to make up its mind
It is hard to say exactly what about answers and the tried and
talking about when he tells him whether it wants to be a drama or a director Gore Verbinski was going true jokes.
about the possibility .of the nation- comedy, and like the main charac- for in this film . Clearly, it has
Overall, it is a rather strange
al TV job.
ter, wavers between the tWo.
some of elements of a man re-eval- film. It is worthwhile for the perHe drifts through his days in
Spritz wants something more uated his life, like "The Mexican ." formances but at most a minor
sullen dissatisfaction, being rude but does not seem to know what he But this film is far darker and far treat. This film was originally due
to people who recognize him on should do. At the same time, he is less funny. It is hard to cozy up to to be released last year but was
the street and generally acting so often a self-centered jerk that the main character, who is mostly held back, often a sign of problem.
self-help towards his family. On the character is rather hard to like. an outsider in his own life and per- It has its good points, but is more
the TV weather, he seems to be a
The acting in the film is good, haps his own worse enemy.
likely to leave audiences a bit
love him or hate him for the audi- especially the supporting work by
Despite that , the film has its more puzzled than amused.
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'Pete's Sake' combines medicine and
humor to raise Alzheimer's awareness
BY JASON WENDELTON

StajJWriter
Philip T. Smith (known to everyone
as "Pete") is a happy, successful
African-American man months away
from retirement. The unchallenged
"Scrabble King," Pete's happiness and
life slowly slip away from him in
DaNine K. Ward's gripping, award\vinning play "For Pete's Sake."
November is now officially
National Alzheimer's Month and the
play, which was performed on Nov. 3
at the Touhill Performing Arts Center,
is pmt of a national campaign to raise
awareness about Alzheimer's disease.
The disease slow Iy robs people of their
memories and, according to the play,
affects African-Americans more than
any other group.
Brought to life by the esteemed SL
Louis Black Repertory Company, "For
Pete's Sake" was both entertaining and
highly educational. Using minimal
staging and a foreboding drumbeat,
"For Pete's Sake" proved to be a visceral experience. The proud Pete

(Nonnan
McGowen)
develops
Alzheimer's disease, leaving his family
and friends angry, hwt and confused.
Sounds like a real downer, right?
Despite the play's heavy subject matter, Ward's play surpn;ingly fuses slapstick, puns andjokes with an important
medical topic.
The audience loved the play's
scathing, realistic wit as well as its
more humorous characten;. One character in particular, Russ (Ryan
Cunningham) served as comic relief
the entire evening. From his bumbling
steps and his quasi-thug speech, Russ,
allowed us to vent out fear and laugh.
The story jumped around over a
pericxl of a few months leading up to
Pete's retirement. We first meet Pete,
strong of mind and body, when he is
playing Scrabble with his wife and
friends. Through a few telling conversations, the audience begins to notice
all is not well. It soon is apparent that
Pete has trouble remembering names.
Despite the momentary lapses,
Pete's family chooses to live in denial
for as long as possible. Pete's daughter-

in-law, Kelly (Christi Suickland), who
is both a nurse and voice of reason
throughout the play, is the lone exception. As the play and Pete's illness progresses, each of the people who know
and love Pete must come to terms with
his illness.
The overall message of "For Pete's
Sake" was that while Alzheimer 'S is a
terrible, debilitating disease , life does
not end at diagnosis. The people we
love stay who they are as long as we
remember them, even when they can
no longer remember us.
The community aspect of the play
was very moving. "For Pete's Sake"
encourages community awareness and
involvement in combating Alzheimer's
disease. One of the final scenes took
place at a community center where an
Alzheimer's support group meeting
takes place. Sitting in the crowd are the
friends, family, and neighbors of Pete.
The symbolism was well executed.
Both knowledge and laughter help
us face our fears, and stylis hly written
plays like "For Pete's Sake" really are
the best medicine.
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Soccer student-athletes earn all-conference honors
BY ROBBIE STONE
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Despite a dramatic ending to the
2005 regular season, the UM-St.
Louis women's soccer team could
not tally any goals in their Great
Lakes
Valley
Conference
Quarterfinal match at WisconsinParks ide, . where their 2005 season
came to an end.
A total of six players received
GLVC all-conferenc'e honors. First
year players, Tara Reitz and Mary
Behnnann, were both named first
team all-conference selections.
Seniors Laura Frederickson and
Meghan Tragesser were both named
second team selections. Senior
Mandy Meendering was named an
honorable mention selection. In
men's soccer, Alen Jujic earned his
second all-conference honors, being
named honorable mention selection.
Reitz, a sophomore striker, in her
first year at UM-St. Louis, was the
second leading scorer for UM-St.
Louis this season. She tallied six
goals and a team best 12 assists on
the season. Reitz finished second in
the conference with 12 assists and
was ninth in the GLVC in total scoring. She recorded two game-winning goals.
Behrmann started every game in
the net for the Riverwomen, playing
in over 1800 minutes as a freshman.
She finished the year with an
impressive 0.89 goals against average with 74 saves and seven

shutouts. Her seven shutouts rank
second in the conference. Six of
Behrmann's seven shutouts were
recorded in conference matches.
Behrmann also finished third in the
conference in save percentage.
Tragesser was also named a second team all-conference selection,
earning her first all-conference bonors. She finished the year with
impressive numbers, including a
team best 10 goals while adding 11
assists, posting a team higb 31
points. She ranked second in the
GLVC in points for the season. She
scored three game-winning goals on
the year.
Frederickson, senior defender,
earned her first all-conference bonors at UM" St. Louis, being named a
second team selection for her defensive efforts for the Riverwomen.
Frederickson played on the defensive side of the field and was one of
the key contributors to a defense
that allowed less than a goal per
game on the season, including just
10 goals in 13 conference games.
Along with Frederickson, senior
midfielder Meendering also earned
her first all-conference honors as
well. Meendering was named an
honorable mention all-conference
selection. She scored four goals
while adding three assists during her
final season with the Riverwomen.
For the men, Jujic's solid playas
a midfielder earned him his second
consecutive all conference selection . In 2004, Jujic was named a
second team selection. He had one
goal on the year and tied for the

UMSLSOCCER
PLAYERS HONORED
• Mary Behrmann (#00)

Freshman, Goalkeeper
• Laura Frederickson(#7)
Senior, Defender
• AlenJujic (#10)

Senior, Midfielder
• Mandy Meendering (#13)
Se~or,Mi~elder

• Tara Rietz (#8)

Sophomore, Forward
File Photo: Adam D. WisemanJ The Current

• Meghan Tragesser (#10)

Mandy Meendering, midfielder, was one of six
students honored in the all-conference selection.
She scored four goals with three assists this year.

team lead with three assists for a
total of four points.
UM-St. Louis women's soccer
fInishes the 2005 campaign with 128 overall record on the season while
posting an 8-5 record in the GLVC .

Senior, Midfielder

This is the eighth consecutive year
the women's soccer program has
competed in the GLVC tournament.
The men 's soccer team finishes
their season posting a 4-9-4 record.
In GLVC play, the Rivermen's

record unfolded to 3-8-2. The team
did, however, receive promising
play from their younger players
throughout the season and are looking forward to posting an impressive next season.

UMSL alum keeps Cardinals. Busch Stadium memories alive
B Y LINDSEY BARRINGER

Sports Editor-

EDITOR
LINDSEY
BARRINGER
-

Sports Editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

Who are the
real heroes?

A trip into the Nosh now serves as
a trip down Cardinal memory lane. A
portion of Busch Stadium now sits
alongside it. Marty Hendin, UM-St.
Louis graduate and vice president of
community relations for the St.
Louis Cardinals, is displaying some
of his most prized baseball possessions at UM-St. Louis until his new
office is complete in the new Busch
Stadium.
Trinket City has been the name of
Hendin's office for 33 years. He was
a senior in high school when the first
Busch Stadium was erected. A graduate of University City High School
in St. Louis, Hendin has always lived
and breathed Cardinals.
When he no longer had an office
at Busch, a decision needed to be
made as to where his belongings
could call home. Hendin chose his
college alma mater to house select
belongings because he said his four
years at the school were some of the
best years of his life. ''There are two
very speciaJ places besides my
borne, Busch Stadium and UMSL,"
said Hendin. He has combined the
two so a portion of Buscb can live on
and students can share his experiences and become inspired.

Adam D. Wisemanl

Current

Marty Hendin, vice president of commmunity relations for the St Louis Cardinals, stands in front of
his collection of memorabilia on Wednesday.

The memory of Busch is alive in
the Nosh. While Hendin's most
prized possession, a drawing by
famous St. Louis artist Don Wiegand

of the late August Busch with his
signature, is not displayed, other
items close to his heart are. Cardinal
memorabilia from a signed Lou

Brock 1964 baseball to a harmonica
with the Stan 'The Man" Musial's
autograph to Albert Pujols bobble
head dolls are presently displayed.

U!vf-St. Louis has had positive
reactions to Trinket City. "I think it's
pretty neat for him to pick UMSL as
a display site. I never knew there was
so much Cardinal memorabilia and
that someone could be such a fan., "
said Jeff Facchin. graduate student,
English.
The Trinket City in the Nosh is
only about one third of Hendin's
Cardinal belongings. Approximately
45 boxes of original and uni~
belongings are in storage. His office
at Busch could only house a small
portion and his otber things can be
found at his beuse. The belongings
chosen for lTM-St. Louis have stories behind each memory and were
chosen with college students in
mind. The other items that can be
found at his house are things like the
1967 Sports illustrated that had a
fold out cover. The magazine featured baseball's first million-dollar
team. Players included Lou Brock
and Bob Gibson sitting at their lockers. Hendin said it is very unique
because every player featured autographed his edition.
Memories of real sport legends
can be seen at Trinket City. Hendin's
memorabilia will be at UM-St. Louis
in the Millennium Student ' Center
over the next year. Cardinals ' fans
and baseball fans alike can take part
in Cardinal history and Hendin's life
as a Cardinal fan.

Monday·Night Matchup
Indianapolis vs.·New,England

BY LINDSEY BARRINGER

Sports Editor
Webster's dictionary defines "hero"
as "one that shows great courage" and
"a man admired for his achievements
and noble qualities." Michael Jordan,
TIger Woods, and Albert Pujols are
household names, and because of their
accomplishments in the world of
sports are commonly referred to as
''heroes.''
But who are our real heroes? Does
breaking records and hitting runs classify as a noble quality or great
courage? The names Lori Ann
Piestewa, Caleb J. Powers, Levena J.
Johnson and Mark Graunke Jr. are not
familiar to many, nor are they commonly referred to as .heroes. So what
warrants their mention alongside the
names Jordan, Woods and Pujols?
Lori Ann Piestewa was the first
woman in the combat in Iraq to lose
her life. Caleb J. Powers and Levena J.
Johnson, women from my high school,
gave their lives as well. Mark Graunke
Jr., a staff sergeant in the Marines, lost
his hand, leg and an eye when he
defused a bomb in Iraq last year. They
are soldiers. Warriors. Real ''heroes.''
see SPORTS COLUMN, page 14

Colts will take win in Gillette Patriots will get the upset
The Colts enter the game tonight against the
Patriots with many pluses on their side. They
are ranked first in the AFC South with a record
of 7·-0. Peyton Manning and Marvin Harrison
are still proving to be one of the best quarterback/ wide receiver tandems of aU time.
Defensive end Robert Mathis is tied for first in
the NFL with eight sacks and DE Dwight
Freeny has six.
The Colts' offense will be an important factor in this game. Edgerrin James leads the NFL
with 801 rushing yards and 114.4 yards per
game. Manning is ranked third with a QB rating of 98.3 and thanks to the Colts' offensive
line, he bas been sacked only five times this
season.
The Patriots' defense ~l have to not only
contain Harrison, but Reggie Wayne as well.
Both Harrison and Wayne have 37 catches this
season and a combined total of 825 yards.
The Colts' defense comes into the game
looking very strong. The team has given up

only 277.9 yards per game, while the Patriots
have given up 359.1 yards per game. Mathis
has not only contributed eight sacks but also is
tied for first with five forced fumbles. Freeny is
in third with three.
Linebacker Cato June is second in the NFL
with five interceptions. He also leads the
league with 115 yards after an INT and he has
returned two INTs for touchdowns. June needs
three more INTs to tie the NFL record for most
INTs by a linebacker.
Facing the Patriots is just another challenge
for the Colts to overcome. Last season
Manning surpassed Dan Marino's touchdown
record and tonight he will attempt to win his
first game in Foxborough, Mass.
Wmning this game in Gillette Stadium will
break Indianapolis' six-game losing streak
against New England. WInning this game will
also belp the Colts as they try to gain homefield advantage in the playoffs.
- LaGuan, Fuse, Staff Writer

The defending Super Bowl champions, the
New England PatJ:iots, definitely have their
work cut out for them tonight at Gillette
Stadium.
The Patriots are posting a mediocre 4-3
record for the season with the Colts still undefeated. That will not discourage Tom Brady
and the Patriots from breaking the Colts' winning streak.
Quarterback Tom Brady has posted 1;953
total passing yards this season. He has completed 157 of 249 attempts.
Brady's passing percentage is .at 93.8%,
just 5% lower than Indianapolis quarterback
Peyton Manning.
He also has a 67% completion rate against
the Colts. Not only is Brady having an
impressive season, kicker Adam Vinatieri has
an accuracy rate of 97%.
Linebacker Ted Bruschi was also named
the AFC player of the week last week.because
of his impressive 10-tackle performance.

. With Brady's record of 6-0 against the
Colts, the Colts will not be able to add another win to their record. Head Coach Bill
Belichick is 7-1 against the Colts with the
Patriots and 9-3 overall.
The Patriots, in past games against the
Colts, are averaging 31.8 points with Brady.
Even though the Colts have one of the best
quarterbacks in the league, he has only won
two games against the Patriots. His record sits
at 10 losses and two wins, not a record to brag
about.
Both New England and Indianapolis ~
give the fans something to cheer about. The
fans in Foxboro will, once again, have the
same reaction they have had since November
of 1995.
They will leave the stadium with tears of
joy and tears of upset because that is what
they will do to the Colts at 8 p.m. tonigbt on
ABC.
-- Lindsey Barringer, Sports Editor
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SGAto vote on student
fee increases of $2.90

Halloween
Hijinks

BY JAVI N ADAL

Staff Writer
Though it seems as
Dracula looms over
his next victim
before striking, this
photo really depicts
an innocent word
between students
Cozene Watson and
Jenny Rap!ni. A
number of organizations co-sponsored
the Halloween party
which was held last
Thursday in the
Pilot House.

On Friday, Nov. 11, the Student
Government Association assembly
will meet to discuss what recommendations about student fees will be submitted to the Board of Curators of the
University of Missouri.
The proposals that will be discussed
defend a $0.90 per credit hour fee
increase for next year. This increase is
the sum of several departmental petitions to increase funding, including
athletics, recreation, the Millennium
Student Center and Health Services.
In addition, last year the SGA
approved a $2 increase for a student
readership program that will allow the
students to have access to such newspapers as USA Today, New York
Times, and the Post-Dispatch. That
means that the final amount increase
for next year would total $2.90 per
credit hour.
The first step in the process of
approving student fees is assigning the
student fees. The Student Fee Review
Committee sits dO\vn with the different
departments on campus and listens to

Kevin Ottleyl The Current

Overpopulation leads to global insecurity
S. HAYDEN
StajJWriter

BY MELISSA

"It's very difficult to get
Missourians to even think: about a population problem We have 5.6 million
people in a state of 60,000 square
miles," said Werner Fornos, president
of The Population Institute.
Fornos visited UM-St. Louis last
Wednesday as part of The Population
Institute's
Educate
America
Campaign.
The
Center
for
International Studies, UM-St. Louis
and the World Affairs Council of St.
Louis sponsored his lecture "Global
Security and Population."
To best illustrate population problems in the world to Missourians,
Fornos looked at Bangladesh, which is
slightly smaller than Missouri but bas
a population of over 150 million people, and that population is rapidly
pWingb

J

I.. n,·"

'The population problem is far
away from us, but we will not escape
from the fallout of this kind of problem," Fomos said. ''Whether it's

7, 200:

through public health threats, whether 'poverty being the breeding grounds of
it's through employment threats, the terrorists."
whether it's through devastated enviFomos said this world has become
ronments or whether it's through sim- a world with no borders and little abilple deprivation and poverty."
ity to control the spread of diseases or
Problems that stern from overpop- terrorism Terrorism, he believes, will
ulation include deforestation, topsoil come from the frustration of the maserosion, desert expansion, global cli- sive amounts of youth in the world trymate changes and a depletion of ing to make their lives better than the
resources, including food and water. ones of poverty they were born into.
These things, Fornos said, do not make
"Tooay we're looking at a world of
the future of the world reassuring.
over half the population living in
By 2020, Fomos said scientists pre- poverty surviving on less than $2 a
dict that two-thirds of the world's pop- day, and [the world's largest cities) are
ulation will be living in cities. These growing way beyond their carrying
cities are slated to consume two-thirds capacities and way beyond their abiliof the world's resources and account ty to care for all of their people," he
for 75 percent of its garbage.
said.
'These cities [will) become the
Fornos does not believe these
breeding ground of public health men- problems are beyond a solution.
aces and also the breeding ground for Fomos and The Population Institute
future terrorists, disillusioned youth are proposing the eradication of female
roaming the planet, not knowing illiteracy and full employment opporwhere they are going to get a job from. tunities with pay for women.
"[In] places with the largest popunot knowing where they are going to
get any kind of income from, or hous- lation., male domination is still in place
ing or shelter or health care," he saieL and women are in fear of their
"It makes it extremely pervasive to see futures," he saieL

The Institute is also working on a
reduction of the infant mortality rate,
which will allow parents to have the
number of children they desire.
Universal access to the knowledge of
and affordable means to reducing fertility are important, he said.
Thailand has implemented solutions already following this outline
because the nation has faced a 67 percent decline in fertility and an 11. percent increase in the economy. It was
there, that Fomos saw how well the
response to the means to reduce fertility had been received.
At the register at a restaurant called
"Cabbages and Condoms" in Bangkok
are three baskets of condoms. "Instead
of mints, you help yourself to a condom on your way out," he said.
Jennifer Brake, sophomore, history, attended the event and was interested to find out these programs were
working. '1 was unaware of how much
behind the scenes work wellt into these
programs and is done by individuals
and volunteers," she said.

their proposals and needs.
Then the committee reports those
proposals to the SGA assembly, which
represents all of the students and votes
on them. However, the final decision
lies with the UM Board of Curators
D'Andre Braddix, president of
SGA, believes the current system is a
good system because the Board of
Curators gives UM-St. Louis students
the chance to tell the curators what the
opinions of students are. However, he
is not sure if the Board of Curators will
listen to the SGAs recommendations.
'They honestly do not really have
to allow us to give our voice so we
appreciate that they care to listen our
opinion," Braddix said.
The departments that have applied.
for the highest increases are Recreation:
and Facilities with a 6.2 percen~
increase and Health Services with a 5
percent increase. Both of them sum
one-third of the total increase, apart
from the readership program.
UM-St. Louis students pay the
highest cost in student fees of the four
UM campuses. Although this seems to
be a bad news, paying the highest fees
also means that UM-St. Louis is the
campus with more services.

come to an info meeting:
TUES., NOV. 8,4 PM
MILLENNIUM STUDENT CTR

ANXIETY AND INSOMNIA·
RESEARCH STUDIES
Saaid Khojasteh, MD and Assoc. is a research
management practice that is recruiting participants
for the following research studies:
Anxiety - 18 years +, anxious and worries
excessively, difficulty concentrating, irritability,
excessive sleep or sleeplessness and is not depressed.
Insomnia - ages 18-64, difficulty falling asleep, waking
up frequently, trouble returning to sleep, waking up too
early and unrefreshed sleep .
Qualified participants will receive medical and psychological evaluations, treatment,
investigational medication, close medical supervision and possibly
conpensatian far time and travel.

If you or someone you know meet the above criteria, call:
Nan Roberts, RN, BC, AP/MHCNS at (636) 916-1900 '

SE EING DEB USSY,
HEAR IN G MON ET

JACKIE JO YN ER- KERSEE
"A KINO OF

GRACE~

SAINT LOUIS SYM PHONY ORCHESTRA

NOVEM BER 8, 7:30 p.m.

NOV HMH E R 16, 7:30 p.m.

Overcoming amazing obstacles to achieve

The parallels between visual and aural

record-breaking success, the Olympic gold

They Never
Saw It

Current

Coming.
THE WE INSTEIN .cOMPANY

INVITE YOU TO STOP BY
AROMAS BAKERY IN THE
MIllENNIUM CENTER ON·
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH
AT 12:00 PM TO PICK UP
A PASS TO SEE

speaks .on "A Kind of Grace," winning races

Passes are available on a first-come,
firsl·served basis. No purchase necessary.
While supplies last. Employees of all promotional
partners and their agencies are nol eligible. One
pass per person. This film is rated R lor strong
disturbing violence, language and some sexuality.

IN THEATERS FRIDAY.
NOVEMBER 1l 1" ~

of paintings by Claude Monet while th e Saint
Louis Symphony Orchestra, led by new music

. and respect around the world. Audience

director David Robertson, performs music by

me m bers have the opportunity to ask

Claude Deb ussy. After debuting at the Touhill,

ques tions foliov..in g her speech.

the groundbreaking program will make its
l!i))
~CLEARCHANJ:':~ ~

Sponsored in part by

DERAII£D

repre sentations are explored with projections

medal winner and East St. Louis native

Vision Speakers Series

New York premiere at Carnegie Hall.
Spon.sored by

~ Commerce Bank
.-... •...::
~ e;.-

Don't forget to call one hour prior to curtain to check half'price student Rush Ticket availability!
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UMSL STUDENTS RECEIVE 25% OFF TWO TICKETS TO THESE SHOWS!
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Recon~truction

Project (2-S PM) '

11.6.05

Faith Beyond Walls

11 .9.05

Siood Drive in the MSC (10:30 AM-4:30 PM)

11.10.05

Habitat for Humanity Construction Project (9 AM-.1 PM)

11.14.05

11 . 15.05

11.16.05

(J,

Soup Lines in the Nosh (lunch $2)

. Hunger Banquet Simulation (12:30 PM, Pilot House)

11.17.05

Texas Mold'Em for Hunger Tournament (7 PM, Pilot.House) · .

11 . 18.05
11 . 19.05'

36 Hour .G ame - A - Thon (8 AM-8 PM,' PilotHouse) .

.sponsored by student life· 516.5291
o get involved, contact Rob Budach at 314.4535 or budachr@umsl.ed
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ATTENTION!

liThe L-Word lf
yeah, things are
a few weeks ago,
'--...:....____-=rr_.. lshe said that. sweet
'L-word'to me for the

You can place classified advertisements in The Current FOR FREE!
Just send us your ad (40 words or less) along with your name and
student/employee munber to current@jinx.umsl.edu or call us at 516-5316.
All others see adjacent rates.

I, I was gonna ask

your romantic life
s doing, but I' m oUE~ssinol:sl
're still single ...

Help Wanted

. _

Model needed
f ema le UMSL artist needs. female model for tasteful

nude photography. Please email Sara at
smae99 @s tudentmail. umsl.edu if interested.
Part-time Advertising Sales Person Needed
Work at the On·Campus college newspaper along
with other students. Gain vaLuable sales experience

useful for the rest of your life. 15-20 hours fwk. Paid

Petra Fashion5 Now Hiring!

Make your own hours, flexible income, free mer chandise and trips. Call Kathryn @ (314) 322-8982
for more info.

Pit Bull Puppies for Sale
wI papers.) females, 2 males (blue fawn, fawn,
brindle, blue brindLe).Stocky! Good temperament!

Dam & Sire on Premises.$200-$300 each. If in terest·
ed, please e·mail jldQ4f@studentmail.umsl.edu or
call 314-393-6234.
laptop 4 Sale

Oell (Inspiron 510M) Laptop . just 1 month used with
all drivers. It's a Centrino Mobile running 256 MB
RAM and 40 GB Hard disk. Price $1000 OBO. Call
(3141 497 -6550.
Sony· VAIO Desktop PC for Sale

PCY-RX755 Tower: generic keyboard and mouse;
2.00GHz Pentium 4; DVD and CD·RW drives; 30GB
hard drive; 512MB RAM; Memory Stick reader; 3.5"
Floppy drive; wireless and wired network ing;
Modem. $1, 500 OBO e·mail jmgb5b@umsl.edu .

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Animal Rescue of St Louis, Doggy Doodles Adoptions,
is seeking volunteers and foster homes for their
home less pets_ To tearn how you can help rescue
animals in need. please call 314-800-4156 or visit
www.doggydoodles.org

in a vaHety of postions. We are hiring for photogra'
phers, Hlustrators, news writers, and advertising
reps. All positions are pajd. Submit a cover letter
and resume for consideration at 388 MSC or via
email: current@jinx.umsl.edu.!nfo: 516·5174.

1 ad or issue - $15
2 ads or issues - $25
3 ads or issues - $35
4+ - $10 per ad/issue

"ADBA registered wI papers. WormeADBA registered

opportunities in Various Mo. cities. Positions avail·
able are part-time, mos Uy weekends, and typicaUy
5 hours. For more information and to apply online,
visit WW'H. eventsandpromotions. com.

looking for greeting cards

Get Involved on Campus
The Current is looking for talented students to work

(40 words are free for students,
staff, and faculty.)
Otherwise, ad rates are:

Help Wanted

Start @ $70 for a 5·hour event~
Promote brands by distributing samples/brochures
and lor demonstrating products to consumers.
Prem ier in-store Promotions Company and autho·
rized agency of Mass Connections, Inc. , has great

poSi tions. Experience recommended but not
required. Call 516-5316 for more info.
in the following languages: Portuguese, Spanish,
fr ench, German) Italian, Dutch, Polish, Swedish.
Chinese, Thai, Lao, Tamil , Malayatam, Konkani (spoken in Goa , Indial, and Hindi. Please e·mail Chris at
cclindberg@yahoo.com for additional details.

RATES

2 Parakeets and Cage FRE:E: to good home
These birds make great pets, will keep you compa ny, and are low-ma intenance. Both looking for a

Attention College Students

Part -time work. $12 basela ppt. flex_ Schedules.
Customer sales/service. Scholarship opportunities.

good home. Take both or just one. Please cali for
more information: 941-3396.

No experience necessary. 314-997-7873.

PRO.FORM 330X TREADMill EXE:RCISER

compact, easy storage, like new, price negotiable.
Call 516-7298 (weekdays 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.) 628-0516
(evenings before 9 p.m. and weekends) .

.Paying for college
Home for Sale
8112 Albin, charming 1-1/2 story family home, fjve

has never been easier.

minutes from campus, four bedrooms , one bath,
one-car attached garage, updated kitchen & bath, I
new plumbing, electric, ft HVAC. $82,500. Virtual
tour: www.danagray.com. Call 314-776,3472 or 314- :
i
560-3472.
·

I

For Rent
3 BR, 1.5 BA Brick House, 5 min. from campus.

Hardwood floors, updated kitchen and bath. Ali
apptiances on premises, water, .sewer, t rash paid.

750/mo OBO plus security deposit. Call Joe at 314330-1501.

,

, _' Services -
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Ever wanted to go to school out of state?
You can! And for the same cost (or lower) as you are

Part-Time Package Handlers

paying now. You can go to schooLs such as
Universities of Maine and Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and
Guam. It is simila r to International Exchange but in
North America. Wan t to know more? Contact:
spencerkw@umsl.edu I 516-7769.

The UPS

EARNAIIl
LEAR

Sunrise Shift· 3AM - SAM
Night Shift· 1OPM - 3AM

Join PRIZM
PRIZM is UMSL's GLBT & Ally Student Organization

Program

committed to defeating negative Gay Lesbian
BisexuaL and Transgendered stereotypes throu~h
education and social events . To join, call 516-5013
or email prizm@umsLedu

WE OFFER:

·S8 .50-S9.50/ Hr to start,
$9-$ 10I Hr WI I 90 Days

Students ...

'Weekly Paychecks
'Company Paid Benefits
'Week ends & Holidays Off

Get up to $3,000
per (alendar year

with the UPS Earn
Applicants must be 18 yrs or older & able to lift up
to 701bs.

We need sales reps like

and Learn® Program

you need a job!

INFORMATION SESSION TO BE HELD:
Every Tuesday @ 7:30 PM SHARP!
UPS· 13818 Rider Trai l North
Earth City, MO

Salome's

l .'

- - -.SUuer Crossword

Stars -.'" ·1_.

If unable to attend,
apply onli ne at:

Ea rn and learn" Program

WWW.upsjobs.com

& end times may vary. EOE

The Current Newspaper
Advertising

guidelines apply. Shift start

516-5316
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ARIES (March 21 to April 19) Your bonesty continues to impress everyone wbo needs
reassurance about a project. But be careful you
don't lose patience witb tbose wbo are still not
ready to act
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) Pusbingothen; too bard to do tbings your way could cause
resentment and raise more doubts. Instead, tIke
more time to explain wby your methods will
work.
GEMINI (May 21 to Jnne 20) Be more considerare of !bose close to you before making a
decision tbat could have a serious effect on tbe.ir
lives. Explain your intentions and ask for tbeir
advioe.

CANCER (Jone 21 to July 22) You might
bave to defend a workplace decision you plan to
make. ColleagUes might back you up on this, but
it's !be facts that will ultimately win !be day for
you. Good luck.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) The Big Cat's
co-workers might not be doing enougb to belp get
that project finisbed. Your roars might stir tbings
up, but gentle pum-suasion will prove to be more
effective.
VIRGO (August 23 to September 22)
Someone you care for needs help witb a problem
Give it lovingly and without judging !be situation.
Whatever you feel you sbould know will be
revealed JateL
LIBRA (September 23 to October 22)
Wbile you're to be admired for bow you handled
recent workplaoe problems, be careful not to react
!be same way to a new situation until all the facts
are in.
SCORPIO (October 23 to November 21)
Rely on your keen instinct& as well as the factl; at
hand when dealing witb a troubling situation. Be
patient Take tbings ooe step at a time as you work
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Check it out for yourself at our Screenz Computing Center location
in the Loop of St. Louis. Get through your day with lightning fast internet ,
the latest software and all the print shop services you'll ever need. Plus
one-oil-one personal tra ining, and network gaming. Everything you
need to keep your digital life firing on all cylinders.
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Castlewood Treatment Center f or Eatin g Diso rders is proud to anno unce th e

Eating Disorder Center of Missouri
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Intensive Outpatient Program

• Individ ual, family, and
Couples Therapy

througb it.
SAGITI'ARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) Your curiosity leads you to ask

questions. However, the answers might not be
what you hoped to hear. Don't reject !bern without
checking them out
CAPRICORN (December 22 to January
19) Be careful not to tackle a problem ",tbout sufficient facts. Even sure-footed Goals need to
know wbere they'll land before leaping off a
mountain path.
AQUARillS (JBIluary 20 to February 18)
Appearances can be deceiving. You need to do
more investi",oating before investing your time, let .
alone your money, in sometbing tbat might have
some bidden flaws.
PISCFB (February 19 to Mann 20) Your
recent stand on an issue could make you !be focus
of more attention !ban you would like. But youll
regain your privacy, as well as more time witb
loved ones by week's end.
BORN THIS WEEK: You're a good friend
and a trusted oonfidante. You would be a wonderful teacher and a respected member the clergy.
(c) 2005 King Features Synd., Inc.

6680 Delmar Blvd
(314) 721-9988

• Nutritional Counseling
• Support Groups

If you,

'I1t. _

Ot anyone yo u know w oold benefi t (IQITl th iS s ervice pleose call lisa Whit a ker uf
314.822. 0 407 or to Jl fre e 88 8.8 22 .8938, for a f re e, conf idential o ssessment_
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CrosS\\ ord answers online at www.thccurrentonlinc.com

CQ'<l lowood
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Student Life kicks off,annual Month of Service
BY PAUL HACKBARTH

News Editor
A hard hat, a shovel, a soup bowl,
a deck of cards and a joystick are a
handful of items needed for this
year's Month of Service, where students have different ways to volunteer
all month long.
Activities began Sunday afternoon, as students helped in the reconstruction and landscaping of homes in
Kinlock, Mo. Students painted, did
carpentry work and planted trees for
Faith
Beyond
Walls
the
Reconstruction Project.
Rob Budach, student services
coordinator for Student Life, called
the staff at Kinlock unique in terms of
doing service projects.
"They're very energized. It's not a
'come here, here's a shovel, start digging' type of thing," Budach said.
Volunteer opportunities continue
Wednesday with a blood drive held in
the Century Rooms from 10:30 a.m.
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to 4:30 p.m.
The blood drive is the first of four
Red and Gold events, where student
organizations will compete in an
attendance coillpetition. At the end of
the month, the student group with the
most overall attendance at the Red
and Gold events will win $500 toward
its budget.
On Thursday, students have another opportunity to wear construction
hats by helping build homes in the
Habitat for Humanity project. Buses
will take students to and from
Hillsdale, Mo. between 9 am. and 1
p.m. This marks the second Red and
Gold event.
On Nov. 14 and 15, the Catholic
Newman Center will hold soup lines
in the Nosh, where students can buy a
bowl of soup for $2. All proceeds go
to anti-hunger organizations.
A hunger banquet simulation will
be held on Nov. 16 at 12:30 p.m. in
the Pilot House. ''The group of students who come to that will be divid-

ed into a real world representation of
hunger levels in the world," Budach
said. "A portion of them will receive a
lush meal, a portion of them will get a
bowl of rice and a great deal of them
will probably get nothing."
The Catholic Newman Center,
which provides volunteer opportunities to work for Habitat for Humanity
throughout the year, is in charge of the
hunger simulation. The Newman
Center is working with Oxfam
America, an organization that tries to
eradicate hunger and poverty. Oxfam
will provide the script for the hunger
simulation.
The last two events are Red and
Gold events. A Texas Hold'Em tournament will be held in the Pilot House
Nov. 17 at 7 p.m., and a 36-hour
game-a-thon will be held in the·Pilot
House starting Nov. 18 at 8 am.
Students can challenge each other in
video games, ''but otherwise, just play
'til you drop," Budach said.
Certain activities are new this year

to the Month of Service.
"Every year we like to expand it,"
Budach said. Student Life is planning
another Month of Service for the
spring. ''We want to move away from
just having one month of service and
having always service," he said.
Budach said a plus to volunteering
was that certain graduate school
applications look for service work,
which demonstrates initiative and
leadership.
"Going to Habitat for Humanity
and building a house, it's more of selfmotivating initiative," Budach said.
Campus Minister Tracy Van de
Riet explained that once students
experience service, it motivates them.
''You get your first taste, and it feels
gratifying. It makes you want to continue," she said.
Budach said., ''When you find a
way to make a connection with the
people you are helping or the work
you're doing .. . it really becomes
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It is hard for me to think of athletes
or movie stars as heroes. Albert Pujols
makes millions of dollars a year to play
a game, but what about Caleb Powers,
who risked his life for the sake of you
and L to ultimately lose his?
As a lance . corpoial in the U.S.
Marine Corps, he made less than than
$1,500 a month. Is this a fair compensation for the ''heroes'' who are willing to
lay their lives down in defense of the
:freedom and safety of the people of this
country and the world.
I encourage each one of you to thank

a real hero. When you tum on your television this week to watch a game or a
movie, ask yourself who your real hero
is. Twenty-nine heroes from Missouri
alone have died in the war with Iraq.
Remember your father, grandfather,
tmcle, brother, and everyone who has
served in defense of this country. As a
society, we often forget the :freedoms
that the young men and women of our
armed forces fight for. This Veteran's
Day, take a moment to thank the soldiers, and remember the heroes who
never came home.

-HOFFMAN'S UNCANNILY CHANNELED PERFORMANCE
AND BENNETT MILLER'S AUSTERE DIRECTION
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"Your commendable acts today
will not only provide much needed
hope and support to the children of
these schools ... but enable them to
begin normalcy," he said.
Sri Lanka also now has new
tsunami warning systems in place.
"Actions have been taken by the governments of countries affected by the
tsunami to have an early warning
system," he said.
With hurricanes, people can be
warned days ahead of time, ''but in
the case of tsunamis, I don't think we
even have five to 10 minutes of
warning," he said. The waves took
almost two hours to reach Sri Lanka
from the tsunami's epicenter off the
coast of Indonesia
Goonetilleke concluded his
update by saying he hopes the
tragedy of the tsunami will bring
about a new relationship between the
government and its people and
between ethnic classes in Sri Lanka.
M.K. Stallings, graduate student,
sociology, attended the event and
said he sympathizes with Sri
Lankans.
''It reminds me about the efforts to
ensure all .displaced people have
somebody there for them." Stallings
said. He said it was important to be
aware of how disconnected some
countries are from world resources.
"If [president] Bush can dedicate
so many millions and billions of dollars to Katrina relief, it is only right
the world government is able to give
something to Sri Lanka," Stallings
said.
Associate Professor Jodi Miller of
the criminology and criminal justice
department will return to Sri Lanka
Dec. 19 to document the progress
made at the two schools UM-St.
Louis helped. The Center for
International Studies is also still collecting donations.
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"You can't attract other business if
you don't retain the business here
already," Dooley said.
Many see the business parle as an
opportunity to create economic development in the surrounding municipalities.
''1 think the relationship between
Cool Valley and UM-St Louis has
always been good, friendly, productive
and will continue to be," Randy Toles,
mayor of Cool Valley, said.
.
"You must build with philosophy
called life works," Chris McKey, from
NorthPark, said, 'That is, if workers .
can learn, work, live and play in the
same community, then life works."
There has been anger over the business park and the houses of two homeowners who have refused to sell,
which provided a dampening background to the groundbreaking.
"She is just sad to move. She doesn't want to move at all. When she sees
a house knocked down she realizes she
has to move," Sandra Rendon said
translating for Bernar Rendon, her
mother who only speaks Spanish. The
Rendons have lived in the house for 15
years after leaving El Salvador as
political refugees .
Many aspects of the UM-St. Louis
and Express Scripts collaboration have
yet to be worked out and the two parties will be meeting to decide exact
terms during the building of the business park. .
"We will find things [for collaboration] we haven't even thought about,"
Stephen Lttlejohn, Vice-President of
Public Affairs for Express Scripts,
said, ''The goal is by next spring we
will have identified specific things to
work on, So by the time we move into
the building the collaboration is truly
flourishing."
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